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Abstract
The singing voice is the oldest and most variable of musical instruments. By combin-
ing music, lyrics, and expression, the voice is able to affect us in ways that no other
instrument can. As listeners, we are innately drawn to the sound of the human voice,
and when present it is almost always the focal point of a musical piece. But the acoustic
flexibility of the voice in intimating words, shaping phrases, and conveying emotion
also makes it the most difficult instrument to model computationally. Moreover, while
all voices are capable of producing the common sounds necessary for language under-
standing and communication, each voice possesses distinctive features independent of
phonemes and words. These unique acoustic qualities are the result of a combination
of innate physical factors and expressive characteristics of performance, reflecting an
individual's vocal identity.
A great deal of prior research has focused on speech recognition and speaker identi-
fication, but relatively little work has been performed specifically on singing. There
are significant differences between speech and singing in terms of both production and
perception. Traditional computational models of speech have focused on the intelligi-
bility of language, often sacrificing sound quality for model simplicity. Such models,
however, are detrimental to the goal of singing, which relies on acoustic authenticity
for the non-linguistic communication of expression and emotion. These differences
between speech and singing dictate that a different and specialized representation is
needed to capture the sound quality and musicality most valued in singing.
This dissertation proposes an analysis/synthesis framework specifically for the singing
voice that models the time-varying physical and expressive characteristics unique to an
individual voice. The system operates by jointly estimating source-filter voice model
parameters, representing vocal physiology, and modeling the dynamic behavior of these
features over time to represent aspects of expression. This framework is demonstrated
to be useful for several applications, such as singing voice coding, automatic singer
identification, and voice transformation.
Thesis supervisor: Barry L. Vercoe, D.M.A.
Title: Professor of Media Arts and Sciences
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
The singing voice is the oldest musical instrument, but its versatility and emotional
power are unmatched. Through the combination of music, lyrics, and expression the
voice is able to affect us in ways that no other instrument can. The fact that vocal
music is prevalent in almost all cultures is indicative of its innate appeal to the human
aesthetic. Singing also permeates most genres of music, attesting to the wide range of
sounds the human voice is capable of producing. As listeners we are naturally drawn
to the sound of the human voice, and when present it immediately becomes the focus
of our attention. This thesis is an exploration of the qualities that make the sound of
singing voice so compelling.
Individual voices are highly distinctive and are reflections of the identity of the singer.
Once one becomes familiar with a particular singer's voice, one can usually identify that
voice in other pieces. Our ability to recognize voices is apparently independent of the
music itself. For example, we are quite capable of identifying familiar singers in pieces
that we haven't heard before. Also, very little evidence is required for identification:
a determination can sometimes be made from just a second or two of sound. And
familiarity with a particular voice may be gained after relatively little exposure. After
listening to just a verse or a phrase of a song, we often have an idea of the essence of
that voice's sound.
Our ability to connect vocal sounds to singer identity rests upon two primary systems:
the human auditory system and the physiology of the vocal apparatus. Given the im-
portance and usefulness of vocal communication, it is not surprising that our auditory
physiology and perceptual apparatus has evolved to be highly sensitive to the human
voice. From the standpoint of evolution, such sensitivity most likely aided the sur-
vival and propagation of the species. Perhaps equally important in terms of evolution
was the development of an extremely flexible vocal apparatus to facilitate communi-
cation. In spite of its extreme flexibility, however, the vocal apparatus is also highly
self-consistent. An endless variety of sounds can be produced by a fairly simple physi-
cal system of vibration and resonance.
Describing the distinctive character of a voice, however, is difficult without resorting
to vague and subjective terms (e.g. "rough" or "squeaky") that have no objective corre-
lates. These qualities are believed to be a combination of physical factors, such as vocal
tract size, and learned expressive factors, such as accent. But quantifying, extracting,
and modeling these features has proven to be an extremely difficult task. The standard
analysis tools and algorithms of audio signal processing, which have been successful
in the analysis of other musical instruments, have fallen far short when it comes to
modeling the singing voice.
Similarly, understanding the perceptual features that allow the voice to command such
attention, especially in the presence of other instruments or other interfering sounds,
has been difficult. Even simply identifying its presence amongst other sounds, a trivial
task for a human listener, has been difficult to achieve with computational methods,
though the difficulty of this task extends to almost any class of sounds. In many ways,
we know less about the perceptually salient features of the voice than we do about
modeling the vocal apparatus.
The singing voice has also proven to be very difficult to simulate convincingly, much
more so than other musical instruments. The instruments of the orchestra are relatively
new when compared with the duration of human evolution, and there are many more
years of perceptual fine-tuning to overcome in the case of the singing voice. The voice
also presents a challenge because of its greater amount of physical variation compared
to other instruments. In order to pronounce different words, a person must move their
jaw, tongue, teeth, etc., changing the shape and thus the acoustic properties of the vocal
mechanism. This range of acoustic variation is difficult to capture in a low-dimensional
model. Since no other instrument exhibits the amount of physical variation of the
human voice, synthesis techniques that are well suited to other musical instruments
often do not apply well to speech or singing. Comparisons of early work in speech and
singing voice synthesis to modern systems demonstrate that progress has been very
slow in synthetic voice generation.
Direct synthesis of singing, as opposed to re-synthesis or encoding of an existing signal,
adds even more challenges. Most languages can be represented in terms of a limited set
of phonemes (basic linguistic units of sound), but the rules governing pronunciation
and inflection are only guidelines to the actual speaking or singing of that language.
The problem of interpreting a musical score in a musically proper and convincing fash-
ion is difficult in the case of any instrument. Direct singing synthesis must overcome
both of these hurdles.
Because of the large variability involved with the voice (between different voices and
within individual voices themselves), a great deal of speech and singing research has in-
vestigated an analysis/synthesis approach, where the voice is analyzed (deconstructed)
according to some assumed model and a synthesis (or more properly, re-synthesis)
formed from parameters established during the analysis. This frames the task as an en-
coding/decoding problem, and the analysis/synthesis approach has led to tremendous
gains in the transmission of a source signal at a reduced information rate. In particu-
lar, systems based on Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) are the basis of most low-bitrate
(speech) coding techniques in use today. The applications of the analysis/synthesis
approach, however, are not limited simply to coding. The parameters extracted dur-
ing analysis can be modified to alter the synthesis. There have been many successful
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approaches to voice coding which have also been applied to sound modification and
restoration.
This is not to say that meaningful analysis requires synthesis. For example, a voice
identification system does not need to synthesize the voices it attempts to identify. De-
pending on the application, an analysis-only system may require far fewer features than
an analysis/synthesis system. The great advantage, however, of analysis/synthesis is the
possibility of evaluation of the re-synthesized sounds by human listeners. A system
that attempts to capture vocal identity can be evaluated on the basis of whether its re-
synthesized output is perceived to preserve that identity. If the synthesis is successful,
then the features used in the analysis would seem to accurately capture the essence of
voice quality. This is the appeal of analysis/synthesis and it is the primary reason it is
the focus of this dissertation.
1.1 Contributions
In this dissertation, I propose a novel framework for analysis and (re-)synthesis of the
singing voice using a representation that attempts to accurately preserve the perception
of singer identity. This framework is based on the hypothesis that physical characteris-
tics and learned features of expression are the two primary factors responsible for the
unique sound of an individual's singing voice, analogous to the contributions of a mu-
sical instrument (the physical characteristics) and the technique of an instrumentalist
(expression). (Of course, in the case of the voice it is much more difficult to separate
the instrument from the instrumentalist!)
To represent the physical characteristics of the voice, the framework simultaneously
derives features reflecting the physical configuration of the vocal folds and the vocal
tract for each pitch period using a joint-optimization technique proposed by Lu [42].
I have extended this technique to utilize a warped frequency scale for the estimation
of the vocal tract filter to more accurately reflect perceptual frequency sensitivity. The
joint estimation procedure is further enhanced to include simultaneous estimation of
the pitch period and the instants of glottal closure. The signal residual model is an
original approach in which a residual codebook is trained specifically for an individual
singer.
A major contribution of this thesis is a new dynamic representation of the singing voice
that uses Hidden Markov Models to compactly describe the time-varying motion of
the estimated vocal fold and vocal tract parameters of an individual singer. The states
comprising these models reflect physical characteristics of the singer while the pattern
of state-to-state movement is representative of the singer's expressive qualities. This
model facilitates the goal of separating the vocal instrument (the model states) from
the technique of the instrumentalist (the state path).
This dissertation also includes the results of several perceptual experiments involving
human listeners using synthetic sound examples generated using the analysis/synthesis
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framework. In general, these experiments validate the proposed models and methods
as being central to the representation and preservation of singer identity.
1.2 Overview and Organization
The first stage of the analysis framework entails the identification and extraction of
specific computationally derived parameters motivated by the physical features of the
voice. These parameters are estimated from sound recordings of singing using clas-
sical audio signal processing techniques in combination with numerical optimization
theory. In the second stage of analysis, the parameters are modeled dynamically to
capture the time-varying nature of the qualities of expression using algorithms from
pattern recognition and machine learning. The overall analysis framework is organized
according to these two stages of analysis.
In the first stage of analysis the following key parameters are estimated: pitch period,
instants of glottal closure, and glottal waveform and vocal tract filter parameters. The
second stage encompasses phonetic detection and segmentation of the source signal
and dynamic parameter modeling using a Hidden Markov Model. The output of the
analysis system is a state path, which encapsulates the variance of the parameters and
their evolution over time. Figure 1-1 depicts the overall flow diagram linking each
component of the framework.
Stage 1: source-filter model Stage 2: dynamic parameter model
Joint Parameter Estimation
pitch period Hidden Markov
glottal closure instant Model training
voice - glottal open-quotient - -
signal . glottal wave parameters phoneme - ste
modelstate
-vocal tract filter model
excitation n ise residual phonetic path
segmentationv
Physiology Expression
Figure 1-1: Flow diagram of analysis framework components
The system for voice re-synthesis is basically the inverse of the analysis system. The
state path is used to drive the phoneme model in order to re-create a time series of
source-filter parameters that reflect those of the original voice signal. The regener-
ated parameters are inputs to the source-filter model components, which output the
re-synthesized singing signal. The flowchart describing the re-synthesis process is pre-
sented in Figure 1-2.
Accordingly, the remainder of this thesis is organized along the following chapters:
Chapter 2 provides background material related to singing voice analysis/synthesis.
This includes an overview of the anatomy and physiology of the vocal apparatus. I
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model phoneme parameter glottal vocal voicestate mdlsnhssexcitation tract
path model synthesis model filter re-synthesis
Figure 1-2: Flow diagram of parametric re-synthesis
also present a detailed summary of the theory and methods of prior research related to
the analysis, modeling, or simulation of the singing voice.
In Chapter 3, I introduce the source-filter model used to parameterize the physical
features of the singing voice. I provide a detailed description of the analysis algorithms
used in the extraction of these features from acoustic recordings of the singing voice.
In Chapter 4, I describe the system used to model the evolution of the physical features
from the previous chapter over time using a probabilistic Hidden Markov Model. This
part of the system is intended to model the expressive qualities of the voice.
Chapter 5 details experiments using the analysis/synthesis framework. The experi-
ments examine the validity of the system in the applications of singing voice coding,
singing voice identification, and singing voice transformation.
I conclude with Chapter 6, in which I evaluate the potential of the analysis/synthesis
framework and discuss some of the system's inherent limitations. I also suggest po-
tential improvements to the framework as well as some general directions for future
singing voice research.
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CHAPTER TWO
Background
When attempting to create models of the singing voice, it is useful to understand the
mechanics of singing since many modern representations of the voice are simplifica-
tions of these mechanics. I will begin with a brief summary of the anatomy of the
voice and a short explanation detailing the physiological process of singing. The sec-
tions that follow describe previous and current work related to singing voice analy-
sis/synthesis. I will briefly summarize early research on representations for voice trans-
mission and simulation, which are the foundations of systems used today. Following
that are overviews of modern systems for voice coding and singing voice synthesis.
Other relevant research on certain aspects of machine listening, such as instrument
identification and talker identification is also discussed. This chapter concludes with a
discussion of structured audio, a concept which has provided the foundation for and
motivated the research in this dissertation.
2.1 Anatomy of the Singing Voice
The anatomy of the voice consists of three primary collections of organs: the respiratory
system, the larynx, and the oropharynx. These are illustrated in Figure 2-1. The respi-
ratory system consists of the lungs and the diaphragm muscle, which are responsible
for storing air and governing breathing, respectively. The movement of the diaphragm
compels the lungs to expand and contract, resulting in the air pressure changes neces-
sary for inhalation and exhalation. Sound, of course, is the movement of air molecules
and in vocal sounds the release of stored air pressure in the lungs provides the airflow
necessary for sound production.
The larynx consists of a skeleton of cartilage (named the thyroid, cricoid, and arytenoid
cartilage) enclosing and supporting two structures of muscle and ligaments covered
by mucous membranes. These structures are known as the vocal folds, which are the
primary source for the production of harmonic (pitched) vocal sounds. When the folds
are pulled apart, or abducted, the air is allowed to pass freely through, as is the case with
breathing (Figure 2-2, left). When the folds are pulled together, or adducted, the airflow
is constricted (Figure 2-2, center), which is the preparatory condition for vibration as
we will see shortly. The muscles of vocal folds can alter the shape and stiffness of the
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Figure 2-1: The anatomy of the voice (after [611)
folds, resulting in corresponding changes to the acoustic sound output. Vocal fold
physiology is believed to be one of the key factors in establishing voice quality.
The oropharynx is the combination of cavities above the larynx comprising the phar-
ynx, oral cavity, and nasal cavity and is also known as the vocal tract. The key char-
acteristic of the vocal tract is its polymorphism, i.e. its ability to assume a wide range
of different shapes, which are easily altered by articulating (modifying) the position of
the the jaw, tongue, and lips. Since the acoustic properties of an enclosed space follow
directly from the shape of that space, the physical flexibility of the vocal tract lends
itself to tremendous acoustic flexibility.
To illustrate this, consider an extremely simple model of the vocal tract: a lossless
acoustic tube (Figure 2-3). The tube is closed at one end (the vocal folds) and open
at the other (the mouth). At the closed end the volume velocity of the air must be zero,
forcing all sound velocity waves to have zero amplitude at that point. Consequently,
sound waves of certain wavelengths will attain maximum amplitude precisely at the
open end of the tube. These particular wavelengths (Ak) are proportional to the length
of the tube:
4
Ak = L, where k is odd (2.1)
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Figure 2-2: Superior view of the vocal folds: (left) abducted, (center) adducted,
(right) forced open by breath pressure, as during phonation (after [80]).
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Figure 2-3: A lossless acoustic tube
Since frequency is simply the inverse of wavelength, the corresponding frequencies are
also proportional to the length of the tube (Figure 2-4):
1 kfA = = k k odd
k 4L'
(2.2)
Generally these frequencies resulting in maximal endpoint amplitude are called reso-
nances, but when specific to the voice they are known as formants. Since waves of all
other frequencies will not attain maximum amplitude at the open end of the tube, the
tube can be viewed as attenuating all other frequencies to varying degrees. From this
standpoint, the tube is an acoustic filter, altering an input signal according to the tube's
physical characteristics. Simply changing the length of the tube changes its frequency
response, creating a different filter. Of course in reality the shape of the vocal tract isn't
nearly as simple nor is it lossless, but this example illustrates the direct link between
the physical length of the vocal tract and acoustic properties.
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Figure 2-4: The frequency response of a lossless acoustic tube
2.1.1 The process of singing
The process of singing begins with breath pressure produced by the lungs. In the case
of voiced sounds, the cricoarytenoid muscles initially adduct the vocal folds, but the
breath pressure forces them open (Figure 2-2, right). The airflow through the opening
is uneven, with the air adjacent to the folds traveling a greater distance than the unim-
peded air flowing through the opening. The result is a pressure differential, which
causes the vocal folds to be sucked back together by the Bernoulli force. Rapid repeti-
tion of this process is called phonation, and the frequency of this repetition correlates
to our perception of the pitch. In voiced sounds, phonation results in a largely har-
monic sound source. For unvoiced sounds, the vocal folds remain open and the breath
pressure results in free airflow through the larynx into the mouth where it is impeded
by a constriction (caused by the tongue, soft palate, teeth, or lips), generating a sound
source resulting from air turbulence. Some vocal sounds require both phonation and
turbulence as sound sources and are referred to as mixed sounds [86].
In all three cases, the source (phonation, turbulence, or both) is modified by the shape
of the vocal tract (throat, mouth, nose, tongue, teeth, and lips). Each shape creates a
different acoustic filter, further coloring the overall sound. This description of the hu-
man voice is the basis of the source-filter model (also known as the excitation-resonance
model), which is the foundation of the majority of voice research including the analysis
framework presented in Chapter 3.
All vocal sounds can be categorized by source type: voiced, unvoiced, or mixed. All of
the vowels (e.g. [a], [e], [i], [o], [u]) and some consonants are voiced. The voiced con-
sonants in which no turbulence is required ([1], [m], [n,], [r]) are called semivowels,
the difference from vowels being that the vocal tract is altered to engage nasal reso-
nance. Phonemes involving air turbulence in the mouth, whether voiced or unvoiced,
are known as fricatives ([f] and [s] are unvoiced, whereas [v] and [z] are mixed). An-
other class of consonants, known as plosives or stops, arise from a sudden explosion of
air released after being stopped in the vocal tract, some of which are voiced (e.g. [b],
[d], [g]) while others are unvoiced ([p], [t], [k]).
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2.2 Speech vs. Singing
Historically, speech and singing research have been closely linked, but there are impor-
tant differences between the two methods of vocal production. The vast majority of
sounds generated during singing are voiced (approximately 90 percent) whereas speech
contains a much larger percentage of unvoiced sounds (about 60% voiced and 40% un-
voiced for English) [15]. In the most common classical singing technique, known as bel
canto, singers are taught to sustain vowels as long as possible between other phonemes
because they are the most efficient and audible sounds. As a result, singers also learn to
develop a high degree of consistency in their pronunciation of vowels, which can make
it easier to automatically determine the vowel from analysis of the signal. Classical
singers usually employ a technique in which they lower the larynx, creating an addi-
tional high-frequency resonance (around 4-5 kHz) not present in other types of vocal
production. This resonance, known as the singer's formant is especially important for
being heard in the presence of other instruments, for example allowing an opera singer
to be heard over an entire orchestra [86].
Because of their periodic nature, voiced sounds are often easier to analyze and gener-
ate using linear signal processing theory. Even when limiting consideration to voiced
sounds, there are important differences between speech and singing. In Western mu-
sic, the range of fundamental frequencies used in singing is far greater than in speech.
Likewise, the singing voice tends to have a much wider dynamic range in terms of am-
plitude than the speaking voice. Another distinction is that singing in the Western
classical tradition is most often an interpretation of a predefined musical score whereas
speech is most often spontaneous. The analysis/synthesis framework presented in this
dissertation is specific to the classically-trained singing voice and takes advantage of
these features that discriminate classical singing from speaking.
One type of speech that has more in common with classical singing is acting. Just as
singing is usually performed from a pre-defined score, actor voices are generally the
result of a performance from a pre-defined script. Stage actors are trained to project
their voices to be heard throughout large auditoriums in a manner similar to opera
singers by altering resonance in certain frequency ranges. And like singing, the goal of
the voice in acting is often more than just the communication of words, but also the
communication of emotion and intent requiring a similar standard of sound quality.
Because of these similarities, some of the research presented in this dissertation may
also be applicable to actors voices.
2.3 Early voice simulations
Machines capable of mechanically simulating a wide range of speech-like sounds have
existed as early as the late 18th Century. A machine built by Wolfgang von Kempelen
[20] [92], when played by a skilled human operator, could produce intelligible speech.
The first electrical machine capable of producing speech sounds was built in 1922 by
J. Stewart of the research and development department of AT&T [82]. This device was
limited to only a few vowels and consonants. Groundbreaking work in electrical voice
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transmission and synthesis was published a decade or so later by Homer Dudley of Bell
Laboratories with colleagues R. Riesz and S. Watkins [18]. His devices, the Vocoder
and Voder, and their principles of operation formed the foundation of voice analysis
and synthesis for many years to come, and even modern speech coding techniques owe
a great deal to Dudley's work.
2.3.1 The Vocoder and Voder
The Vocoder was the first analysis/synthesis engine for speech transmission and is based
upon a source-filter model of the human voice [18]. An input voice signal is decom-
posed using a bank of bandpass filters and a pitch detector. The pitch detector is used
to control the fundamental frequency of the excitation and to determine whether the
source signal is voiced or unvoiced. Together, the bandpass filters provide an approxi-
mation of the overall vocal tract filter, and the energy in each bandpass filter is trans-
mitted as a parameter. Because this varies at a much slower rate than the speech itself
(10s of Hz as opposed to 100s or 1000s of Hz), the bandwidth required to transmit the
speech is significantly reduced [19].
The Voder is essentially the Vocoder with the analysis engine replaced by controls for
a human operator [21]. The operator, in controlling the excitation type (voiced vs.
unvoiced), the fundamental frequency of excitation, and the resonant bandpass filter
responses, is able to synthesize speech or singing. The Voder was demonstrated at
the 1939 World's Fair, where a team of specially trained operators was able to create
speech and even singing using a simplified keyboard control (similar to a stenograph)
to control the filters (and thus the phoneme) as well as a foot pedal to adjust the pitch
of the voiced excitations.
Both the Voder and Vocoder employ the same source-filter model, demonstrating how
it is applicable to both coding and synthesis of the voice. In fact, Dudley realized that
coding and synthesis are essentially the same problem abstracted at different levels.
Both are essentially enabling technologies for linguistic communication. In the case of
coding, the desire is to preserve as much of the quality of the original sound source
(the human speaker) as possible, while in synthesis the goal is to use the symbolic
representation of language to create an instantiation that conveys the language accu-
rately. From this perspective, synthesis becomes a (highly abstracted) form of coding.
But if the synthesis technique were good enough to accurately render the voice of a
particular speaker, the result could be indistinguishable from the real thing. Dudley
realized this, and saw that the source-filter model could be used to explore both voice
coding and voice synthesis. The original goal of the Vocoder was not only reduced-
bandwidth transmission of speech, but also the analysis and synthesis of speech for
research investigations, such as the intelligibility and emotional content of voice com-
munication. These insights are directly related to the modern framework of Structured
Audio, which is presented in Section 2.7.
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2.4 Advancements in Voice Analysis/Synthesis
The following section details advancements on Dudley's work, which has led to the
development of today's modern voice coding systems.
2.4.1 Improvements to the Vocoder
Improvements to Dudley's Vocoder, also known as the channel vocoder, continued to
be made through the 20th Century. Much of this was spurred by secure communi-
cations research conducted during World War II. Advances were made that increased
sound quality and reduced the transmission bandwidth required, in addition to digi-
tizing the vocoder for more robust and secure communication [26]. Because the prin-
ciples of the channel vocoder are not limited to only speech signals, recent computa-
tional implementations such as the phase vocoder (based on a Discrete Fourier Trans-
form decomposition of the input signal) have found widespread use in general sound
analysis/synthesis, computer music compositions, and sound effects processing [55].
2.4.2 Formant Vocoder
An interesting branch of vocoder research investigated the analysis of formants, or
resonances of the voice. The formant vocoder attempted to ascertain the individual
formant locations, amplitudes, and bandwidths as well as the excitation source type
(harmonic or noise-like) [66]. This resulted in a representation of the voice in a very
compact and efficient parameter set. Difficulties were encountered, however, in the ex-
traction of the formant parameters, and the sound-quality of the reconstructed speech
was fairly low. Eventually the formant vocoder for speech coding was eclipsed by other
coding techniques that provided better sound quality at comparable bitrates. Formant-
based techniques have also been explored extensively for parametric voice synthesis,
again emphasizing of the close relationship of models for coding and synthesis. In par-
ticular, formant-based synthesis of the singing voice has achieved some success, which
will be described in further detail in the description of synthesis technique in Section
2.5.1.
2.4.3 Homomorphic Vocoder
The homomorphic vocoder is based on an analysis by Alan Oppenheim in 1966 [58]
and was implemented by Tom Stockham and Neil Miller for the separation of voice
from orchestra and subsequent sound restoration in recordings of Enrico Caruso [54].
It is an extension of the principles of the channel vocoder using homomorphic transfor-
mations to the cepstral (inverse log-Fourier) domain. In this domain, what was multi-
plication in the frequency domain (and thus convolution in the time domain) becomes
a simple addition through the nonlinearity of logarithms. The original voice signal (a
convolution of the vocal excitation function and the vocal tract response function-
assuming a linear model) is represented as an addition of excitation and source in the
cepstral domain and estimation of the separated functions becomes easier. This sepa-
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ration is used for more accurate pitch tracking and spectral estimation and can result
in very high-quality reconstruction.
2.4.4 Linear Predictive Coding
Perhaps the most influential advance in the history of speech coding after Dudley's
work was the development of Linear Pedictive Coding (LPC) of speech, first proposed
by Atal in 1970. LPC is an analysis/synthesis technique which uses the past samples of
a voice signal to adaptively predict future samples using linear least squares estimation
[46]. The LPC decomposition can be shown to be equivalent to a source-filter model,
where the vocal tract response is modeled using a time-varying all-pole filter function.
The LP parameters are calculated using the well-known autocorrelation or covariance
methods [66].
When coupled with an appropriate excitation source model (such as an impulse train
or noise for voiced and unvoiced segments, respectively), this technique can result in
low-bitrate transmission of speech. Vocal tract filter estimation via LPC also has the
benefit of being a closed-form computation, requiring no heuristics for the determina-
tion of parameters. While computationally intensive, the exponential growth of avail-
able computing power has allowed LPC to become the basis of most speech codecs in
use today. LPC also has been used on non-voice signals for audio transformations in
musical compositions [36].
In the original LPC vocoder implementation, modeling of the excitation source re-
quires a decision on the type of excitation (voiced or unvoiced) and a pitch estimation
of voiced segments. Errors in these decisions usually lead to lower sound quality. Mod-
eling of the excitation source as a periodic impulse train for voiced segments also results
in reconstructed speech that sounds overly buzzy. This degradation in sound quality
led to the development of the CELP algorithm, described in the next section.
2.4.5 Code-Excited Linear Prediction
Code-excited linear prediction (CELP) is a combination of traditional Linear Predic-
tive (LP) modeling of the resonant qualities of the vocal tract coupled with complex
excitation modeling. The CELP codec [78] has proven to be quite successful at trans-
mitting toll-quality speech at low-bitrates (down to 4 kbits/sec) and intelligible speech
at even lower bitrates. Its use is widespread in today's digital communications devices,
such as cellular phones. The general method used in the selection of the excitation is
a closed-loop analysis by synthesis, consisting of a search through a codebook of exci-
tation vectors. The residual error from the LP analysis is compared against the entries
of the codebook, filtered by the LP parameters. The entry corresponding to the result-
ing waveform that best matches (determined via correlation) the residual is chosen,
along with a corresponding gain. Since the transmitter and receiver share a copy of the
codebook, the codebook entry number and gain are the only values that need to be
transmitted for the excitation. Codebooks vary according to implementation, but gen-
erally contain on the order of hundreds of entries. Variations also exist using multiple
codebooks, particularly to model voiced and unvoiced excitations. In this case, how-
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ever, no voiced/unvoiced decision of the input signal frames is required. The excitation
will be composed of some ratio of the deterministic and stochastic vectors, which is
established by the gain parameters calculated.
Further gains in compression have been achieved using Vector Quantization (VQ), in
which excitation vectors are clustered and quantized so that a single excitation vector
is chosen to represent an entire cluster. This attempts to capture the wide variance in
excitation vectors while limiting overall system complexity by reducing codebook sizes
[47].
2.4.6 Sinusoidal voice coding
Unlike other voice coding techniques, sinusoidal analysis/synthesis for voice coding is
not based on a source-filter model. The technique was first demonstrated by McCauley
and Quatieri [511. An input signal is decomposed into a number of sinusoidal partials.
For voiced sound segments the partials will be largely harmonic, while for unvoiced
segments they will be inharmonic. Careful peak selection, tracking, and phase match-
ing across analysis frames results in high quality transmission at reduced bitrates. The
sinusoidal decomposition also lends itself well to modifications, such as time stretch-
ing and compression, and has been demonstrated to be very effective on speech and
singing voice recordings. Like the channel vocoder, sinusoidal analysis/synthesis makes
no assumptions about the input signal and can be applied to arbitrary sound sources
and has been put to good use for the synthesis of musical instruments [74] and the
coding of general audio [63]. A deficiency of the sinusoidal representation, however, is
that it is difficult to relate the sinusoidal parameters to the physical parameters of voice
production. High-quality re-synthesis also requires a large number of sinusoids, which
requires more parameters and greater bandwidth. The sinusoidal representation has
also been used in systems for speech and singing synthesis (Section 2.5.4).
2.4.7 High-resolution time-frequency voice analysis/synthesis
Mellody and Wakefield [52] have proposed a technique for singing voice signal anal-
ysis/synthesis using a high-resolution time-frequency distribution, which they call the
Modal distribution. By maintaining high-resolution in both time and frequency, they
were able to create precise parameterizations of the individual harmonic partials of the
voice. These sinusoidal parameters were extracted from recordings of female classically-
trained conservatory students and used in experimentally for singer identification and
cross-synthesis. The sinusoidal frequencies and magnitudes were used to establish an
excitation signal and a frequency magnitude envelope. The identification was per-
formed by long-term averaging the sinusoidal parameters to establish a common mag-
nitude response for each singer. Residuals from the common response were clustered
to form a basis for discrimination. Cross-synthesis was achieved by combining the es-
timated excitation sources from one singer with the magnitude response of another.
Because of the high-resolution of the sinusoidal analysis, the sound quality remains
high during re-synthesis. Since this approach is essentially a sinusoidal decomposition,
however, it similarly lacks a meaningful parameterization in terms of physical process
of singing. Separation of component frequencies from magnitudes does not accurately
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depict the separate contributions of the vocal folds and the vocal tract and leaves little
intuition regarding the components of vocal quality.
2.4.8 PSOLA and WSOLA
Pitch-synchronous overlap-add (PSOLA) [10] and waveform similarity overlap-add
(WSOLA) [91] are techniques that are commonly used in commercial products for
voice processing and modification. Both techniques operate by identifying and ma-
nipulating time-domain regions of similarity (by estimating pitch or comparing wave-
forms). Deletion or replication of segments results in time compression or expansion,
respectively. By overlapping and summing the windowed regions, these effects can be
achieved while maintaining high sound quality. Pitch manipulation is also possible by
altering sampling rates or changing the amount of overlap between windows. The use
of devices based on PSOLA/WSOLA is almost ubiquitous in popular music recording,
and they are also commonly used to provide pitch correction for live performances as
well as karaoke machines.
2.5 Synthesis of the Singing Voice
Following the lead of Dudley with the Vocoder and Voder, systems for direct simulation
of the voice have been developed using many of the same models as analysis/synthesis
coding systems. Although they have much in common, coding and synthesis are treated
today as mostly separate problems. The primary reason for this is that in addition to
requiring a model to accurately reproduce the acoustics of the voice, direct synthesis
involves translating symbolic input (words, notes, rhythms, etc.) into model control
parameters. Voice coding systems have no such translation requirement. As a result,
many direct synthesis systems require a great deal of hand tweaking to make realistic
sounding vocal lines.
2.5.1 Formant-based synthesis
One of the earliest attempts at a synthesizer designed specifically for singing voice is
the Music and Singing Synthesis Equipment (MUSSE) developed at the Royal Institute
of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm [37]. Using a source-filter model, the system sends
a simulated glottal pulse through a series of resonant filters to model the formants of
the vocal tract for a bass/baritone singer. Johan Sundberg and his group at KTH have
determined general formant frequencies for all of the vowels and consonants. The
most recent version of this synthesizer is MUSSE DIG, a digital implementation of
the same structure that includes improvements to the glottal pulse model [6]. Direct
synthesis is achieved by using a rule-based system, also developed by Sundberg at KTH,
to control the parameters of the synthesizer [87]. The synthesizer can be driven using
a live controller.
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2.5.2 Formant Wave Functions
Formant wave functions (FOFs, from the French) are time-domain functions with a
particular resonance characteristic used to model individual formants [68]. The use
of FOFs for singing voice synthesis is implemented in the CHANT system, developed
at the Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM) by Xavier
Rodet [69]. It uses five formant wave functions to generate an approximation of the
resonance spectrum of the first five formants of a female singer. Each function is re-
peated at the fundamental period of voicing. The results of the original system for
vowel sounds are impressive, but involve a great deal of hand adjustment of parame-
ters. Later work extended the use of FOFs to consonants and unvoiced phonemes [67].
The CHANT system was primarily designed to be a tool for composers.
2.5.3 Waveguide vocal tract physical modeling
Kelly and Lochbaum implemented the first digital physical model of the vocal tract in
1962 [31]. The vocal tract was modeled as series of cylindrical tube sections represented
by a digital ladder filter. This model of sound propagation has come to be known
as a waveguide digital filter and has been used as the basis for a variety of musical
instrument models (e.g. [76]). The model was refined by Liljencrants in 1985 to add a
more realistic glottal excitation source [38], which is detailed in Section 3.3.
The Singing Physical Articulatory Synthesis Model (SPASM) was created by Perry Cook
at the Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA) at Stanford
University in 1990 [15]. SPASM uses a digital waveguide to model the physical acous-
tics of the vocal tract as well as the nasal cavity and throat radiation, and the system
is driven by a frequency domain excitation model. An integrated graphical compo-
sition system is provided to control the synthesis parameters. In 1994 Valimski and
Karjalainen extended the vocal tract physical model by using variable length conical
sections [89]. In general, however, physical modeling is difficult to use in an analy-
sis/synthesis framework as it is difficult to extract the actual physical parameters from
an audio signal. Physical modeling is also computationally intensive, though this is
becoming less and less of an issue.
2.5.4 Sinusoid-based synthesis
Another approach used in direct synthesis of the singing voice uses sinusoidal models
of phonemes, concatenated together to create words. One example is the LYRICOS
project, originated by researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology and Texas In-
struments [45]. Its goal is direct synthesis of the singing voice from an appropriately
annotated MIDI (digital music score) file. There are robust compositional tools for
LYRICOS, but again a great deal of hand-editing is needed to model important fea-
tures such as vibrato, jitter, and dynamics. Another research project, led by Ken Lomax
at Oxford University, trained neural networks on input data from famous singers to
control the necessary synthesis parameters [40]. This system was limited to mostly
vowels, with a few voiced consonants. Recently, Yoram Meron at the University of
Tokyo used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to control a mapping from sinusoidal
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phoneme models of an individual singer to a target sound, which could be from the
same singer or a different singer [53]. This enables a voice transformation in which
one singer's voice model (stored phonemes) is driven by another (target sound). Re-
searchers at the Music Technology Group of the Pompeu Fabra University have also
been exploring the use of sinusoidal models for singing synthesis and voice morphing
in karaoke applications [8], which has been incorporated into a commercial product,
the Yamaha Vocaloid [94].
2.6 Related work on Talker ID and Instrument ID
A significant amount of research has been performed on speaker (talker) identification
from digitized speech for applications such as verification of identity, and this research
may inform approaches to identification of individual singers. For the most part,
talker identification systems use features similar to those used in speech recognition
(MFCCs-Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients). Many of these systems are trained on
pristine data (without background noise) and performance tends to degrade in noisy
environments. Since they are trained on spoken data, they perform poorly with singing
voice input [48]. Additionally, mel-scale cepstra characterize gross features of the spec-
trum, which tends to make them more useful for tasks requiring generalization such
as speech recognition. Much of the individual distinctiveness in singing, however, is
characterized by finer spectral features that are not present in MFCCs.
Also relevant to the task of singer identification is work in musical instrument iden-
tification. Our ability to distinguish different voices (even when singing or speaking
the same phrase) is akin to our ability to distinguish different instruments (even when
playing the same notes). Thus, it is likely that many of the features used in automatic
instrument identification systems will be useful for singer identification as well. Work
by Martin [49] on solo instrument identification demonstrates the importance of both
spectral and temporal features and highlights the difficulty in building machine listen-
ing systems that generalize beyond a limited set of training conditions.
In the realm of music information retrieval (MIR) there is a burgeoning amount of in-
terest and work on automatic song, artist, and singer identification from acoustic data.
Such systems would obviously be useful for anyone attempting to ascertain the title or
performing artist of a new piece of music and could also aid preference-based searches
for music. Most of these systems utilize frequency domain features extracted from
recordings, which are then used to train a classifier built using one of many machine
learning techniques. The features, classification methods, performance, and scope
of these MIR systems are relevant and informative to the problem of singer identity
and provide some guidelines for expectations of performance of automatic classifica-
tion systems. At one extreme, robust song identification from acoustic parameters has
proven to be very successful (with accuracy greater than 99% in some cases) in identi-
fying songs within very large databases (>100,000 songs) [30], demonstrating that very
high performance is attainable using acoustic features in the context of certain limited
identification tasks.
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Artist identification, however, is a more difficult task than individual song identifica-
tion, but is closely related to the issue of singer identity. A recent example of an artist
identification system is [93], which reports accuracies of approximately 50% in artist
identification on a set of popular music albums consisting using MFCC features and
a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. The album database, called the Minnow-
match testbed, consisted of 17 different artists and about 250 songs. In many cases,
artist identification and singer identification amount to the same thing. To that end,
Berenzweig and Ellis [5] implemented a singing detection system to be used as a pre-
processing step for artist identification using MFCC features and a hidden Markov
model classifier. The classifier achieved a success rate of -80% in isolating vocal re-
gions within a database of 100 short (-15 second) music segments recorded from FM
radio broadcasts. In [4], Berenzweig, Ellis, and Lawrence found that by pre-segmenting
the input to focus on voice regions alone, they were able to improve artist identification
from -50% to -65% on the Minnowmatch testbed using MFCC features and a multi-
layer perceptron neural network classifier. A singer identification system using LPC
features and a SVM classifier on voice-only segments on the same database performed
with 45% accuracy [33], demonstrating the utility of voice-coding features for identi-
fication, but also betraying a lack of robustness in sound mixtures (due to background
instruments) when compared to more general spectral features such as MFCCs. The
results of these studies have provided guidance towards appropriate feature selection
for the representations singer identity at the center of this dissertation.
2.7 Structured Audio
The term structured audio was suggested by Vercoe et al to formalize a broad range
of research on the creation, transmission, and rendering of sound representations (i.e.
model-based audio) [90]. Representations can range anywhere from encoding schemes
for general audio (such as Pulse Code Modulation or encoders based on psychoacoustic
masking, e.g. mp3) to low-dimensional musical instrument models (as used in sound
synthesizers). Lower dimensional models are obviously more efficient for encoding
and transmission of sound. A representation with a small number of properly chosen
dimensions (e.g. musically meaningful control parameters such as pitch and volume)
lends itself to greater flexibility in sound rendering and is said to be highly structured.
For example, a piano performance might be recorded, encoded, and transmitted, pre-
serving the sound quality to the point where it is almost indistinguishable from the
live performance. This representation (waveform encoding), however, contains a low
amount of structure since musically salient parameters of the performance are not ac-
cessible. Although the reproduction will be accurate, a large amount of bandwidth
will generally be required for transmission. Alternatively, the performance could be
captured as note and key velocity data from a (properly outfitted) piano keyboard.
Transmission of this compact symbolic data requires little bandwidth. The perfor-
mance could then be re-created using a synthesized piano sound or even a modern
player piano. If the synthesizer is of high-quality or if a real piano is used, this too can
result in a high-quality performance, nearly indistinguishable from the original. But
in this case, the performance could also be rendered with a different sounding piano
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or at a different tempo. This representation, which preserves the symbolic control pa-
rameters and allows for greater flexibility in reconstruction, is highly structured. Much
of the research in structured audio focuses on the creation of highly structured low-
dimensional models with musically meaningful control parameters and high sound
quality.
Highly structured representations not only hold the promise of greatly reduced band-
width requirements for the transmission of audio, but ideally treat music not as a static
object as in a recording, but as an interpretation or performance of a musical com-
position. A score is a highly structured representation of a work. It is meant to be
interpreted and performed by artists willing to add their own expressivity to the music.
This is why musically meaningful control parameters are so desirable. For maximum
expressive capacity, control parameters must conform to the vocabulary of musical ex-
pression.
Structured audio acknowledges a continuum of representations with varying amounts
of structure. Certain representations tend to focus more on accurate reconstruction of
sound (coding) while others focus on expressive control parameters (synthesis). Other
models contain aspects of both. All are ways of communicating musical meaning and
even more basic than that, ways of transmitting information. While the domains of
coding and synthesis are not always thought of as being closely related, the structured
audio framework demonstrates that they are. This continuum is especially relevant to
research in singing voice, which will be addressed in Section 2.7.2.
The concepts of structured audio can be implemented in numerous ways and to vary-
ing degrees. Several highly-flexible implementations exist, such as NetSound [9] (based
on the Csound language [7]) and MPEG-4 Structured Audio [72], which implements
a new language for algorithmic sound description called Structured Audio Orchestra
Language (SAOL) as well as a language for score description, Structured Audio Score
Language (SASL). These implementations use a formalized language to describe audio
in terms of sound sources (represented as variables) and manipulations (signal pro-
cessing algorithms).
2.7.1 Structured Scene Description
The structured audio concept applies not only to individual sound sources, but to mix-
tures as well. For example, the MPEG-4 Audio standard allows for scene description,
which provides structure at a higher level by allowing the separation of encoding for
different sound sources [72]. With a priori knowledge of the source type, specific en-
coding schemes can be used for maximum compression. For example, speech tracks
can be transmitted using a speech codec, such as CELP; acoustic instruments can be
encoded using one of the natural audio codecs, such as HILN (harmonic lines plus
noise-a sinusoidal coding scheme); and synthetic sounds can be represented using
MPEG-4 Structured Audio. It is possible for some complex sound mixtures to be en-
coded at high-quality at a greatly reduced bitrate. In this context, the applications of a
low-dimensional representation specifically for singing voice (transmission or synthe-
sis) become obvious (Figure 2-5).
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Figure 2-5: Multiple source encoding using MPEG-4 scene description
Descriptive structured audio languages, such as SAOL and Csound, can also be used to
implement arbitrary audio coding techniques, including perceptual transform coding
(e.g. mp3) and CELP. This technique is called generalized audio coding [73], and can
lead to hybrid coding techniques combining aspects of traditional audio coders with
the flexibility of synthesis. An example of this kind of hybrid coder, an extension of
LPC, is presented in Appendix B. Generalized audio coding also facilitates the rapid
development and deployment of new codecs, so that a new codec (e.g. for an specific
individual's singing voice) could be downloaded along with a piece of content encoded
using that codec, removing dependence on fixed hardware implementations of sound
encoding and decoding.
2.7.2 Singing in the Structured Audio Context
Structured audio implementations seek low-dimensional parametric models with high
sound quality, and many such models exist for the simulation of musical instrument
sounds. As of yet, however, there is no such low-dimensional parametric model with
high sound quality for the singing voice. An ideal structured singing voice model would
be able to use high-level knowledge about the music itself (the score, lyrics, etc.) for
a very compact representation. It would also be desirable for the parameters in such a
model to represent intuitively meaningful qualities of the voice and to be easily mod-
ified, opening new opportunities for artistic expression. Such a model is the ultimate
goal of this research.
To some degree all audio models share what is known as the encoding problem, or the es-
timation of model parameters from an acoustic signal. The difficulty of the parameter
estimation varies greatly depending on the representation being used. Reconstruction
of an input voice using concatenative synthesis requires the estimation of parameters
which are highly meaningful (words, phonemes, durations, and pitch), but are diffi-
cult to estimate reliably from an acoustic source. Likewise, the estimation of physical
characteristics of the vocal tract (e.g. vocal tract dimensions, shape, and material prop-
erties) solely from an acoustic input is quite difficult, though these physical model
parameters have a great deal of intuitive meaning. On the other hand, the estimation
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of digital filter coefficients using LPC is fairly straightforward, but filter parameters are
difficult to directly relate to perceptual features.
The amount of structure of a model is a purely qualitative label and varies subjectively
depending on the context of the application. In general, the difficulty of the estimation
of a model's parameters appears to be proportional to the model's level of structure
(meaningful parameters are more difficult to extract, but greater structure requires
meaningful parameters). It is also apparent that different applications are better suited
to different models with accordingly different degrees of structure. Models used for
direct synthesis require musically meaningful parameters and therefore possess a high
degree of structure. Representations best suited for coding (analysis/synthesis) require
robust methods of parameter estimation, limiting the complexity of the estimation and
most likely the intuitive meaning of the parameters as well. As a result, models used
primarily for coding tend to be less structured.
As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the relationship between coding and synthesis in voice
research was made as early as the 1930s by Homer Dudley when he realized his source-
filter model could be used for both. While neither the Vocoder nor the Voder retained
a particularly high amount of structure (the parameterization beyond the separation
of excitation and resonance is not particularly meaningful), the relationship between
coding and synthesis was made. The various representations for singing voice coding
and synthesis described above fall in different places along the continuum of model
structure, as shown in Figure 2-6. The figure illustrates the degree to which the param-
eters of each model can be related to a high-level construct, such as text or a physical
or perceptual feature, which is also proportional to the difficulty of estimating those
features.
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CHAPTER THREE
Source-Filter Parameterization
voice
signal
Physiology
This chapter details the estimation of physically motivated singing voice parameters
from acoustic recordings based upon a source-filter model. The source-filter repre-
sentation is a simple mathematical decomposition reflecting the mechanism of vocal
production. The analysis occurs in several stages (Figure 3-1): an initial estimation of
several candidate parameter sets, a search for the minimum error estimate, a refine-
ment of the source model parameters, and source residual modeling. The parameter
estimation algorithms require a pitch-synchronous analysis (time-aligned to each pitch
period as defined by the instants of glottal closure). The parameters estimated from
the system described in this chapter form the set of observations used in the dynamic
modeling described in the following chapter.
3.1 Source-Filter Parameter Estimation
As noted in Chapter 2, the source-filter model is used as the basis for a wide variety
of voice analysis/synthesis algorithms. The source-filter model is compelling because it
reflects the physical mechanism of vocal production. One of the underlying hypothe-
ses of this dissertation is that vocal identity is based in large part upon features related
to vocal fold and vocal tract physiology. Therefore, the goal in using the source-filter
model here is to extract parameters that are as closely tied to the physical features as
model
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Figure 3-1: Flow diagram of pitch synchronous parameter estimation
possible. The source is represented by glottal airflow, which is directly related to phys-
ical qualities of the vocal folds, such as length and stiffness. Likewise, the filter in the
model is directly correlated to the physical shape of the vocal tract.
Like most prior research the analysis framework presented here uses a linear source-
filter model, meaning that the following two properties of the system must hold true:
(1) scaling of the source results in a similar scaling of the system output, and (2) the
output of the system from additive sources is simply the sum of the outputs resulting
from the individual source components. These two properties are known as scaling and
superposition, respectively. As a linear system, the interaction between the source and
filter models is entirely additive or multiplicative, which allows for the re-ordering of
system components without altering system output behavior.
While there is certainly evidence of non-linear source-tract interaction [2], it is diffi-
cult to incorporate such nonlinearities in a parametric computational model. There-
fore, the assumption of linearity is a convenient, if not entirely accurate, assumption
that also has the benefit of allowing the reordering of model components into a more
computationally efficient configuration. This will be taken advantage of in several steps
of the joint parameter estimation procedure detailed in this section. The effects aris-
ing from nonlinearities that are not accounted for in the linear source-filter model are
combined into an additive source that is modeled stochastically (Section 3.4).
Historically, the estimation of source and filter parameters has been performed inde-
pendently in order to simplify the complexity of the analysis. While this is a convenient
approximation, the vocal fold oscillation and vocal tract shape are actually somewhat
dependent. For example, singers frequently modify their vowels (vocal tract shape) in
order to more easily sing a high pitch [86]. More importantly, the dependencies them-
selves may be distinctive features of an individual voice. In the framework presented
here the model parameters are estimated jointly (simultaneously) from the acoustic
data to explicitly account for these dependencies.
Source-Filter Parameterization
Rather than modeling the glottal flow directly, it is convenient to model the derivative
of the glottal flow, which we label g[n]. The glottal derivative waveform is the result
of combining the effect of lip radiation (a differentiation) with the glottal flow, but it
also allows the use of a lower-order model. Different waveform periods of course result
in varying pitches, and different modes of source articulation (e.g. breathy or pressed)
will lead to different waveform shapes. The physical shape of the vocal tract is repre-
sented by a filter with impulse response h[n]. The sung output s[n] is the convolution
of the source and filter functions, defined as the sum of the source signal multiplied by
shifted copies of the filter impulse response.
00
s[n] = g[n] * h[n] A [ g[m]h[n - m] (3.1)
m=-oo
Different vocal tract shapes (from movement of the jaw, tongue, lips, etc.) are repre-
sented by changing the filter h[n] resulting in different output sounds.
Implementations of the general source-filter representation use assumed models for
both the source waveform and the vocal tract filter for simplicity and analytical tractabil-
ity. By fitting the acoustic data to these assumed models parametrically, we can derive
a relatively small and fixed number of features that can be used for establishing singer
identity. In this analysis framework, the KLGLOTT88 model [34] is used initially to
represent the glottal derivative source, and a fixed-order filter (derived via linear pre-
diction) to model the vocal tract filter. These models lend themselves to a particularly
efficient solution for joint parameter estimation, via convex optimization. Using the
jointly-derived filter estimates, the excitation is then re-parameterized using the more
complex Liljencrants-Fant glottal derivative model, which more accurately reflects the
waveshape of the glottal derivative. Effects not represented by these models (such as
turbulence) result in a residual noise signal, which is modeled separately. The joint
source-filter parameter estimation via convex optimization was first proposed by Lu
and Smith in [43], and the overall procedure was refined by Lu in [42].
The analysis system presented here differs from [42] in the following ways: 1) Joint
parameter estimation is performed on a warped frequency scale, to more accurately
model the frequency sensitivity of human perception, 2) Glottal closure instants are
not calculated a priori, but are optimized from the data given the assumed models for
source and filter, and 3) The residual noise is modeled using a stochastic codebook,
individually trained for each singer. These extensions are described in greater detail in
the sections that follow.
3.1.1 KLGLOTT88 model
The KLGLOTT88 model [34] is a relatively simple model for describing the derivative
glottal wave. We choose to model the derivative glottal wave (rather than the glottal
waveform itself) for two reasons: (1) to retain the simplicity of the model (a 2nd-order
polynomial) and (2) to efficiently encapsulate the effects of lip radiation; Instead of
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differentiating the output, we equivalently apply the differentiation to the glottal wave
in accordance with linear systems theory.
The KLGLOTT88 model y[n] for the derivative glottal wave is based on a two-piece
polynomial representation proposed by Rosenberg [70] which is specified by the fol-
lowing equation:
y^[n] =7 0, 0 < n < nc (3.2)2a(n-nc)-3b(n-n )2 , nc n<T
In the original KLGLOTT88 representation, this function is then filtered by a first-order
IIR low-pass filter for additional control over the spectral tilt of the source waveform.
Because of the linearity of the source-filter model, this spectral tilt filter can be sepa-
rated from the source model and incorporated into the all-pole vocal tract model by
simply adding an additional pole (described in Section 3.1.3).
T corresponds to the pitch period (in samples) and nc represents the duration of the
closed phase of the glottal glottal cycle, which is best expressed in terms of the open-
quotient OQ, the fraction of the period for which the glottis is open:
nc = T - OQ -T (3.3)
To maintain an appropriate waveshape, the parameters a and b are always positive val-
ues and are further related as follows:
a=b.OQ.T (3.4)
The model has only two free parameters, a shape parameter a and the open-quotient
OQ. Because of its relative simplicity, this model lends itself well to joint parameter
estimation with an all-pole vocal tract model, as will be discussed below. An example
plot of two glottal cycles as defined by the KLGLOTT88 model is shown in Figure (3-2).
The variations in the second period demonstrate the result of increasing the shaping
parameter a.
3.1.2 Linear prediction and frequency warping
Linear prediction (LP) estimates a signal s[n], using a linear combination of its p past
samples. Here the signal of interest, s[n], is the recorded singing voice. If we assume
linear predictability, we obtain the following difference equation relating the glottal
source g [n] and the voice output.
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Figure 3-2: The KLGLOTT88 glottal flow derivative model
P
s[n] = ( akS[n - k| + g[n] (3.5)
k=1
From Equation (3.5), we derive the transfer function, H(z) relating the voice output
to the glottal source in the frequency domain:
=S(z) _1 1H(z) -(z) - - 1  -k 1 (3.6)
CGz 1 - Ek.l azkZ ATz)
H(z) is the z-transform of h[n], defined as the vocal tract filter, and equation (3.6)
shows that the transfer function is always an all-pole filter. For convenience, we label
the denominator polynomial separately as A(z). The goal of LP is to determine the
coefficients ak that provide the best fit for the samples s[n}.
To determine the coefficient values the error is minimized between the actual signal
s[n] and the predicted values from the previous p samples. The two most common
techniques for solving this minimization are the autocorrelation and covariance meth-
ods, named for their use of the autocorrelation and covariance matrices, respectively
[46]. The analysis is usually restricted to a short window (frame) of samples with a new
analysis performed for each advancing frame. The overall result is a time-varying all-
pole filter function of order p representing the vocal tract filter for a given frame. The
coefficients of A(z) can be factored to determine the pole locations, which generally
correspond to the vocal formants. A disadvantage of standard LP is that all frequencies
are weighted equally on a linear scale. The frequency sensitivity of the human ear, how-
ever, is close to logarithmic. As a result, standard LP analysis sometimes places poles
at higher frequencies where the ear is less sensitive and misses closely spaced resonant
peaks at lower frequencies where the ear is more sensitive. Using a higher order LPC
is one way of compensating for this, but increasing the number of poles increases the
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feature dimensionality of each analysis frame, making it difficult to track correlations
between frames.
One way of accommodating the nonlinear frequency spacing of human hearing is to
warp the frequency domain accordingly for the subsequent signal analysis. The sug-
gestion of a warped frequency is not at all new. Oppenheim, Johnson, and Steiglitz
[57] suggested unequal frequency resolution analysis using the Fast Fourier Transform
in 1971. Warped linear prediction (WLP) was proposed independently by Steiglitz [79]
and Strube [85] in 1980 and subsequently used in the simulation of stringed instru-
ments in 1981[36]. Much more work on the formalization of effectiveness and limita-
tions of WLP has been performed recently by Harma et al [29], [28].
We implement a Warped Linear Prediction model by replacing each standard delay
with an all-pass filter of the form:
z-1 - D(z) = 1 - 1 (3.7)
This has the effect of warping the power spectrum of each frame [28] and can be made
to approximate the frequency sensitivity of the ear. A frequency w is transformed to a
warped frequency L via the following relation:
I( Asinww =w + 2tan- 1 -Acosw (3.8)
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Figure 3-3: Varying levels of frequency warping (left) and non-warped and warped
linear prediction (right). Note that the warped LP is able to resolve the closely-
spaced formants at low frequencies.
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3.1.3 Joint source-filter parameter estimation
The primary assumption of the source-filter model is that the vocal output is the result
of a convolution between the glottal excitation g[n] and the impulse response of the
vocal tract filter h[n] (Equation 3.1). Therefore, simultaneous estimation of the glottal
derivative and vocal tract parameters requires de-convolution of the source and filter
functions from the voice signal. This is accomplished by finding the model parameters
that minimize the distance between the KLGLOTT88 source model, &[n] and linear
prediction residual, g[n], over one period. The linear prediction residual can be derived
from Equation 3.6:
p+1
G(z) = S(z) = S(z)A(z) = S(z) 1 - E az-k (3.9)
H(z)k=
An additional pole has been added in order to incorporate the low-pass filter spectral
tilt filter that is part of the KLGLOTT88 source model. Equation (3.9) gives a rela-
tion between the glottal source and linear combinations of the output, but the unit
delays imply a linear frequency scale. To take advantage of frequency warping, we must
replace each delay with the allpass filter D(z) of Equation (3.7).
p+1
G(z) = S(z) 1 - [ akD(Z)) (3.10)
k=1
If 6[n] is the impulse response of D(z), then the impulse response of D(z)k is a gener-
alized shift operator, dk{.}, defined as a k-fold convolution of 6[n] with the signal the
operator is applied to [28].
di{s[n]} 6[n] * s[n]
d2{s[n]} 6[n] * 6[n] * s[n]
d3{s[nt} =[n] * &[n] * 8[n] * s[n] (3.11)
Thus, in the time domain, we obtain the following relation between the glottal deriva-
tive and the recorded voice signal:
p+ 1
g[n] = s[n] - E akd{s[n]} (3.12)
k=1
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We want to determine the parameter values that minimize the distance between the
glottal derivative and our KLGLOTT88 model. Subtracting Equations (3.2) and (3.12)
we obtain the following expression for the error e[n]:
e[n] = y[n] - g[n]
0- s[n] + Z~i akdk{s[n]},2a(n - nc) - 3b(n - nc)2 - s[n] + EPiE1 akdk{s[n]},
0 < n < ne
ne 5 n < T
(3.13)
Re-ordering of the terms results in:
e[n] aid{s[n]} + --. + ap+1dp+1{s[n]} + 0 - s[n],
aidi{s[n]} +... +ap+1dp+1{s[n]} +2a(n-ne) 
-3b(n-ne) 2 -s[n],
0 < n < nc
ne < n < T
(3.14)
From Equation (3.14) it is apparent that it would be helpful to re-write the error equa-
tion in matrix notation. We wish to estimate the parameters ak, a, and b, so let us
define the parameter vector x as follows:
x = [ai ... ap+1 a b]T (3.15)
The vectors fn are defined as the coefficients for the parameter variables.
dils[n]} -.- dp+j{s[n]} 0 0 , n <ne
{ di{s[n]} ... dp+1{s[n]} 2(n-n) -3(n- 1n)2 , n<T
(3.16)
Collecting the vectors fn over one period we obtain the following coefficient matrix:
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0
2(0)
2(1)
0
-3(0)2
-3(1)2
... dp+1{s[T - 1]} 2(T - ne - 1) -3(T - ne - 1)2
(3.17)
For notational
vectors:
convenience, we define the error and voice signal over one period as
[ e[0] 1~
[e[T -1]_]
s[n] 1Es[T -1] (3.18)
By combining Equations (3.15), (3.17), and (3.18) we can now re-write Equation (3.14)
in matrix notation:
e = Fx - s (3.19)
The next step is to solve for the parameter estimates x that minimize Equation (3.19).
To do so, we must determine an appropriate minimization criteria. The L2 -norm (sum
of squares) of the error vector is a standard optimization metric, and its usage results
in successful parameter estimates for this problem.
T-1
min||e||2 = min (e[n])2
x x n=o
= min|lFx - s112
x
(3.20)
Convex optimization
As demonstrated by Lu in [42], the relative simplicity of the KLGLOTT88 waveform
guarantees that this minimization is a convex optimization. Simply speaking, a convex
optimization problem is one in which the error function is convex, meaning that its
global minimum is guaranteed to be the only local minimum and therefore that point
is an optimal solution. An illustration of convexity is shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Convex vs. non-convex optimization. On the left, function ei(x) has
one minimum x, that is both local and global. On the right, e2 (x) has several local
minima, x1, x 2, and X3, where x 2 is the global minimum.
Quadratic programming
The convex optimization problem of Equation (3.20) can be solved efficiently using
quadratic programming [24]. A quadratic programming (QP) problem is a minimiza-
tion problem of the following form:
min q(x) = xTHx + gTx (3.21)
x 2
subject to: Ax > b (3.22)
Aeqx = beq (3.23)
To put our problem into this form, we expand Equation (3.20):
min||Fx - s112 = (Fx - s)T(Fx - s)
= xTFTFx - 2sTFx + sTs (3.24)
The third term sTs is always positive and can be ignored for the purposes of minimiza-
tion. Thus, we can put our minimization into the QP form of Equation (3.21) using
the following definitions:
H = 2FTF
T = 2sTF (3.25)
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el1(x)
There are several parameter constraints, some of which are imposed by the KLGLOTT88
source model (a > 0, b > 0, and a = b- OQ -T). An underlying assumption of the vo-
cal tract model is that it is a resonator (all poles occur in complex conjugate positions,
and therefore there are no single poles on the real axis adding any spectral tilt), imply-
ing that p is even. We would like the final pole (subsumed from the spectral tilt filter of
the KLGLOTT88 model) to have a low-pass characteristic, meaning that the pole itself
has a positive real value. The final coefficient ap+1 of the polynomial expansion is the
product of all of the poles, and we know that poles 1 ... p will occur in complex pairs,
and thus their product will be the product of the pole magnitudes which is real and
positive. Therefore, a low-pass characteristic for the final pole can be guaranteed by
constraining the value of the final coefficient such that ap+1 > 0.
We would also like the warped filter coefficients ak to result in a stable filter. Un-
fortunately, it is impossible to guarantee a stable filter within the formulation of the
quadratic program (such constraints would be nonlinear), and attempting to change
the problem formulation to guarantee stability would break the convexity of the prob-
lem. Therefore, we make a best effort to preserve stability by putting an upper bound
on the final coefficient ap+1. Again, since ap+1 is the product of all the pole magni-
tudes, we choose a maximum magnitude of 0.985 for the p vocal tract poles and 0.9
for the glottal spectral tilt pole as suggested in [421. These values were found empiri-
cally to be helpful in maintaining filter stability when used in the following boundary
constraint:
ap+1 < 0.9 - (0. 9 8 5 )P or (3.26)
-ap+1 ;> -0.9 - (0.985)P
These boundary constraints are implemented by appropriately defining the weight ma-
trix A and boundary vector b. Substituting these into Equation (3.22) we get the fol-
lowing vector inequality:
X
A ab
0--0 0 1 00
0 -... 0 0 10 1 00 0 1 0 0 a1  0 (3.27)
0 -. 0 -100 ap+ -0.9 - (0.985)
b
There is only one equality constraint which is from the KLGLOTT88 model (Eq. 3.4),
so the definitions of Aeq and beq in Equation (3.23) are relatively simple.
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xAeq 
. beq
[0 -.. 0 1 -T-OQ]- a+1 = 0 (3.28)
a
b
Substituting Equation (3.25) into Equation (3.21) gives us the objective function q(x)
with constraints as defined by Equations (3.27) and (3.28). And we have shown that the
parameters that minimize q(x) will also minimize Ie 112, which is our desired optimiza-
tion criterion. We now have a properly formed quadratic program that can be solved
using any number of well-known iterative numerical algorithms. Most of these fall into
a category known as active set methods. An active set method operates by iteratively
updating the applicable constraints (the active set) at a proposed solution point and
using the active constraints to direct the next search step towards the ultimate solution.
An extremely comprehensive list of quadratic programming algorithms is available in
[27]. For our purposes, the quadratic programming function of the MATLAB Opti-
mization Toolbox [50], which uses an active set algorithm, was sufficient for solving
the minimization problem.
The result is a simultaneous estimate of the KLGLOTT88 parameters, a and b, and
the warped LP filter coefficients ak for each period of the source recording s[n]. An
example of parameter estimation from one period is shown in Figure 3-5. This entire
joint estimation process, however, has assumed that the values of T and OQ are known
quantities. The following section (3.2) describes the estimation of these parameters.
One period Warped LP estimate
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Figure 3-5: Joint source-filter parameter estimation of vowel [e]
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All-pole or pole-zero?
The joint parameter estimation procedure results in an all-pole filter in the warped
frequency domain. When transformed to the linear frequency domain, however, the
reality is that this filter is actually a pole-zero filter. This becomes apparent by substi-
tuting the all-pass warping function from Equation (3.7) into the polynomial A(z) in
Equation (3.10).
P
A(z) = 1 - E akD(Z)k
k=1 (3.29)
P Z-1 _ ) k
= E ak, Az-1
k=1
After this substitution it is clear A(z) becomes a ratio of polynomials and therefore
, which previously defined the all-pole filter must contain both poles and zeros.
This allows the warped filter to make the sharper transitions necessary in providing
greater resolution at lower frequencies [29]. Fortunately, by conducting the analysis
entirely in the warped domain, the pole-zero representation is never required. This
is important because the all-pole representation is critical to the formulation of the
minimization problem because the inverse filter has a finite impulse response. If the
vocal tract filter was pole-zero, the calculation of the residual would require sequences
of infinite length and would no longer be modeled by linear prediction.
3.1.4 Parameter estimation for very short periods
For very short pitch periods (high-pitched singing) there is oftentimes not enough in-
formation in a single period to provide an accurate estimation of the KLGLOTT88 and
LP filter parameters because the duration of the vocal tract impulse response is signif-
icantly longer than the pitch period. The highest soprano notes can have fundamental
frequencies of >1 kHz (period <1 msec). Even the high E at the top of the treble clef,
a quite reasonable pitch for a soprano, has a period of only a 1.5 msec, shorter than
the average vocal tract impulse response. Depending on the sampling rate, such short
durations may not contain enough samples for a reasonable parameter estimate.
Warped LP is even more sensitive to this problem because each warped delay d{-} re-
quires more than one previous linear sample of the signal (z- 1 ). With larger delay
values (e.g. z- 10 vs. d1o{-}) the difference between the signal "shifts" becomes signif-
icant (a warped delay is not equivalent to a simple shift, hence the quotation marks);
this effect is illustrated in Figure 3-6. Therefore, a "shift" of one period occurs in far
fewer warped delays than standard delays. Conversely, this means that a warped LP will
require more linear samples than a standard LP of equivalent order.
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Figure 3-6: Top: two periods of singing s[n] sampled at 16 kHz (period approximate
5 msec). Middle: s[n] delayed by 10 samples. Bottom: 10-fold warped all-pass shift
operator dio{-} applied to s[n]
The problem in analyzing short periods can be overcome by estimating KLGLOTT88
parameters over multiple periods with a single warped LP filter. This solution assumes
that the rate of vocal tract articulation remains fairly constant and is not bound to the
fundamental frequency of the glottal source. The previous framework can be simply
extended to include multiple pitch periods. Even when modeling multiple periods, the
relative simplicity of the KLGLOTT88 model ensures that the parameter estimation
remains a convex optimization problem, allowing us to independently optimize the
glottal shape parameters for each period.
For example, if we wish to simultaneously model two glottal periods the parameter
vector becomes:
x = [ai -. ap+1 a 1 bi a 2 b2]T (3.30)
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The coefficient matrix then becomes:
- -- d,{s[O]}
-.- d,{s[ne]}
dp{s[T 
- 1]}
- - dp{s[T]}
d{s[T + nc]}
-- q d{s[2T - 1]}
2(0)
2(T - ne - 1)
0
-3(0)2
-3(T - nc - 1)2
0
2(0)
0 2(2T - ne - 1)
(3.31)
-3(0)2
-3(2T-ne- 1)2
Similarly, we must extend our boundary and equality constraints accordingly:
X
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 -1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
al
ap
ap+1
ai
b1
a2
b2
a 1
Aeq
S-0 1 -T.OQ 0 0 aP+1
0 00 0 1 -T -OQ ai
bi
a2
b2
beq
[0]
[0
(3.32)
(3.33)
Substituting these new values into the QP formulas (Eqns. 3.21-3.23) leads to the de-
sired result: a single set of warped LP parameters and independent glottal shape pa-
rameters for each period. The values of T and OQ, however, must remain fixed over
all periods in the analysis frame. This approach can be extended to include any number
of periods, though seldom is more than two or three periods necessary. Examples of
two- and three-period parameter estimation are shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-8.
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Figure 3-7: Top left: KLGLOTT88 model fit to two short periods (~ 3 msec). Bottom
left: Corresponding warped vocal tract filter. Right: Warped z-plane representation
of estimated filter.
3.2 Glottal Closure Instant and Open-Quotient Deter-
mination
The parameter estimation detailed in the previous section is pitch-synchronous, mean-
ing each analysis frame is time-aligned with each period of the output waveform. This
requires the estimation of period boundaries as defined by the glottal closure instants
(GCIs), which also define the endpoints of the glottal derivative model. The instants
of glottal closure are often the moments of strongest excitation, and several proposed
techniques for GCI detection are based upon this assumption. Strube [84] suggested
a technique using the peaks of the log-determinant of a sliding autocovariance win-
dow, which indicate the moments of least linear predictability. Ma et al. [44] use
a similar method based on the Frobenius norm, the square root of the sum of the
squared singular values of a matrix (formed from the windowed signal and its de-
lays). Cheng and O'Shaughnessy [11] use a maximum likelihood method based on the
Hilbert transform. In [77], Smits and Yegnanayarana propose a method that utilizes
the zero-crossings of the group delay of a windowed signal, based on the assumption
that the vocal tract is minimum-phase and thus a window of speech will move from
negative to positive phase slope as it crosses the moment of excitation (zero-phase). In
a pitch-synchronous analysis of glottal parameters for speaker identification, Plumpe
[62]) uses an initial fixed-length LP analysis and identifies the local maxima of the
residual as the GCIs.
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Figure 3-8: Top left: KLGLOTT88 model fit to three very short periods (< 2 msec).
Bottom left: Corresponding warped vocal tract filter. Right: Warped z-plane repre-
sentation of estimated filter.
Each of these techniques has some deficiencies which may result in GCI detection er-
rors. The joint parameter estimation technique is very sensitive to proper period align-
ment because of the assumed underlying glottal derivative model, so accurate and ro-
bust GCI estimation is critical for reasonable parameter estimates. Instead of attempt-
ing to calculate the GCIs a priori, a search is performed for the period that results in
the best model fit (minimizing the overall error). Likewise, it is necessary to search for
the appropriate value of the open quotient, OQ. Therefore, we simultaneously search
for the optimal values of T and OQ that will minimize the overall error (Eq. 3.20).
The procedure assumes that each analysis frame is contiguous to the previous frame,
thus the current period begins one sample after the end of the previous period. Since
neither T nor OQ will vary greatly from one period to the next, it is only necessary
to search a small range (within a few samples) of values around the T and OQ of the
previous frame. The combination of T and OQ that result in the lowest error from
the joint paramester estimation (Equation 3.20) are chosen to be the period and open-
quotient for the current frame. An example of this search procedure is shown in Figures
3-9 - 3-11.
The search is initialized by locating several initial GCI estimates from the local maxima
of a smoothed fixed-length LP residual. These estimates provide an initial starting
point for the first analysis frame as well as an initial value of T. The initial analysis
frame performs a search for values of T around the initial GCI-derived estimate and
performs a wider search over the entire range of reasonable values of OQ (which has
been found empirically to vary from 0.4 to 1 [34]).
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Figure 3-9: Estimated glottal derivatives for a range of periods and open-quotients.
The highlighted box is the fit with the lowest error.
Since the search range is highly restricted, the values of T and OQ will not vary much
from frame to frame. Further constraints can be added by adding penalties to the
overall error for greater deviations of T and OQ.
3.3 LF model parameter estimation
The Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model [23] is an alternative model for the glottal flow
derivative that has gained wide acceptance. It more accurately reflects the glottal deriva-
tive wave than the KLGLOTT88 model while employing a reasonably small number of
parameters that are fairly easy to fit to measured data. The LF model, however, is pre-
cluded from being integrated in the joint source-filter parameter estimation algorithm
because its use of nonlinear elements (exponentials and sinusoids) prevents any guar-
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Figure 3-10: Corresponding estimated vocal tract filters to Figure 3-9. Again, the
highlighted box is the lowest error fit.
antees of convexity. Instead, the residual g[n] of the jointly estimated warped vocal
tract filter can be used to re-parameterize the glottal flow derivative according to the
LF model using nonlinear optimization [83]. The greater accuracy of the LF model
allows us to reduce the overall system error, thus improving the sound quality of the
analysis/synthesis procedure.
The LF model for a single period is shown in Figure 3-12 and is described by the fol-
lowing set of equations:
f 0, 0 < nT, < T,
= Eea(nT--To) sin [w,(nT - To)], To ! nT, < Te (3.34)
1_e- -. [e-("T~Te) - e (T-Te)] , Te nT. < Tc
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KLGLOTT88 and warped LP parameters for the
T. represents the sampling period. T, T, and Te are the timing parameters repre-
senting the instants of glottal opening, maximum negative value, and glottal closure
(also the end of the glottal period), respectively. E0 , a, and w, control the waveshape
during the open phase (from T to Te, while E, and 3 control the shape during the
return phase (T to Tc). To ensure continuity, the following relation between E, and
Ee must be true at time Te:
E, = Eoe"(Te-To) sin [Wo(T - TO)] (3.35)
Since Ee (the minimum of the glottal derivative) is derived more easily during analysis
than E,, it is usually estimated first and E,, derived from it. As the result of this rela-
tion, there are only four waveshape parameters (disregarding the timing parameters),
and consequently the LF model is sometimes referred to as a four-parameter model.
The three timing parameters, however, are integral to the model as well, so there are
truly seven parameters.
It is also convenient to define an additional time point, Tm (shown in Figure 3-12),
which is the location of the downward zero crossing in the open phase of the glottal
derivative wave. This point also corresponds to the peak of the glottal flow wave. Be-
cause of the sinusoidal shape of the initial part of the open phase, it is clear that the
shaping parameter w,, the frequency of the sinusoidal component, is dependent on
T. - To:
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Figure 3-12: The LF glottal derivative wave model and its parameters.
1WO= (3.36)
TM - TO
The values of Te, Ee, and Tm are fairly easily estimated by inspection of the warped LP
residual g[n]. Tc is simply the period T from the previous joint parameter estimation
step. The initial estimate of T is determined by a point to the left of the peak of g[n] at
which the value drops below a threshold close to zero. The frequency parameter w, can
then be estimated according to Equation (3.36). It is also helpful to define 3 in terms
of another timing parameter, T.:
3Ta = 1 - e 3 (T-Te) (3.37)
Ta is the time constant for the return phase of the wave and can be determined uniquely
from # and vice versa. The relation, however, is nonlinear, but is easily obtained using
numerical methods. An initial value for Ta is chosen to be . (Te - Te).
All of the parameters are then further refined from their initial estimates using con-
strained nonlinear minimization. Fixing Te, Ee, and Tc a priori reduces the complexity
of the search, allowing the optimization to converge fairly quickly. The minimization
function is the again the L 2 norm or sum of the squared error at each point. It must
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be noted that since this problem is not convex, there is the distinct possibility of opti-
mizing to a local minimum instead of the global minimum. By providing good initial
parameter estimates we hope to avoid such a situation. At the very least, the initial
parameter estimates are an attempt to ensure that the final parameter values do not
vary wildly from frame to frame. At the end of the optimization we have values for
6 parameters (T, Tm, Te, Ta, a, and Ee) plus the period T of the wave. Figure 3-13
shows the LF wave fit for two distinctly different residual signals.
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Figure 3-13: LF model fits of two analysis periods.
3.4 Stochastic Component Estimation
There are several stochastic sources that contribute to the overall vocal output, such
as glottal aspiration noise and air turbulence in the vocal tract. These other noise-like
sources prevent a perfect match to the vocal wave using the LF and WLP parameteri-
zation. Glottal aspiration noise is strongly correlated to the instants of glottal opening
and closure, and certain vocal tract shapes are also more susceptible to air turbulence.
Therefore, the stochastic components must also be modeled in a specific way to reflect
these dependencies. Vocal noise components have been previously modeled analyti-
cally using using LP-derived filters for noise shaping [15] [74] and statistically using
wavelet de-noising [42].
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The analysis framework described in this dissertation uses a stochastic codebook ap-
proach in which the glottal derivative residuals are used collectively to train a code-
book that is representative of the stochastic characteristics of an individual voice. The
codebook is determined via Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [17] of the glottal
derivative residuals. PCA involves the calculation of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues
of the covariance matrix of the data. The lowest eigenvectors (those corresponding
to the highest eigenvalues) capture the greatest amount of variance, statistically, of the
data set. These eigenvectors form an orthogonal basis that is effectively a rotation of the
original cartesian basis. A simple graphical representation of PCA is shown in Figure
3-14. PCA has been shown to be useful in reducing the dimensionality of audio signals
[75].
V2 V,
Figure 3-14: Graphical representation of PCA: the variance of the data is best cap-
tured by the basis defined by the eigenvectors, vi and v2, which is a rotation of
coordinates.
In our case we want to find the eigenvectors of our set of residual noise vectors, rm [n],
the difference between the LF parameterized function and the vocal tract residual from
the WLP inverse filter for each analysis period m.
rm[n] = 9m[n] - gm[n] (3.38)
PCA requires that all input vectors be the same length for statistical analysis, but the
length of each residual noise vector r[n] varies according to the period. This can be
overcome by transforming each residual to the frequency domain using equal-sized
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) of N points to obtain:
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Rm[Wk] = TFrm[n]}, where
21rk
Wk = NI (3.39)
Since rm[n] is real, we need only the first L + 1 values of R[wk] to avoid any data loss,
although the FFT values will generally be complex numbers. We define the transformed
residual as a complex vector, rm:
N
rm = Rm[Wk], k = 0, ..., -T (3.40)
The transformed residual vectors rm are collected in a complex matrix R:
R= r1 r2 r3 (3.41)
The next step is to find the principal components of matrix R, which are the eigenvec-
tors of the covariance matrix RRT. The eigenvectors w of a matrix M are defined as
all vectors for which the following relation holds true:
Mw = Aw (3.42)
In this case, A is the associated eigenvalue. The eigenvalues of M are all A which satisfy
this relation:
det(M - AI) = 0 (3.43)
The eigenvectors and eigenvalues have the property of diagonalizing a matrix, which
is a rotation of the matrix to one that has only nonzero values along the diagonal.
Collecting the eigenvectors in the columns of matrix W results in the diagonalization
equations.
0
W-MW = A = (3.44)
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M = WAW-' (3.45)
Attempting to calculate all of the eigenvalues of RRT using Equation (3.43) in order to
calculate the eigenvectors (3.42) would be tedious and computationally time consum-
ing. Fortunately, the eigenvectors of RRT can be calculated efficiently using Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD), which performs a matrix factorization of the form:
R = UEVT (3.46)
U and V are orthogonal matrices (the inverse of the matrix is its transpose, UTU = I
and VTV = I), and E is a diagonal matrix composed of singular values Uk. From
Equation (3.46), it follows that:
RRT = (UEVT)(UEVT)T
= UEVIVETUT
SU TUT(3.47)
of 0]
= U -. UT
0 Oa2
This has the same form as Equation (3.45), substituting U for W (remember U-1 =
UT. This means that U is the matrix of eigenvectors of the covariance matrix RRT,
which is our desired result. Note also that Equation (3.47) is also in the same basic
form of an SVD (Eq. 3.46). Thus, U can be calculated directly from an SVD of RRT.
In this case R is m x n where m = L + 1 and n is the number of observed periods
(m < n). This means that RRT is only n x n and the cost of the SVD calculation will
be greatly reduced.
It should be noted that because the data in matrix R is complex valued, the trans-
posed matrix UT becomes a conjugate or Hermetian transposed matrix UH, defined
as follows:
UH(i, j) A U(j, i) (3.48)
U is a square matrix of ; + 1 eigenvectors of length L + 1, which comprise the
stochastic codebook. For each transformed noise vector, rm, we obtain a weighting
vector wm corresponding to the contribution of each of the eigenvectors in codebook
U:
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Wm = Ur
The first c eigenvectors, along with the first c values of wm, are used to calculate im,
an estimate of rm. The time-domain glottal residual estimate m [n] is then the inverse
FFT of rm. If c = $ + 1, rm [n] can be reconstructed without any loss. Then, in
conjunction with the LF glottal model and the warped all-pole vocal tract filter, the
input signal can be perfectly reconstructed. Reducing c, however, can still provide
a fair estimate of rm [n]. Since rm [n] should represent a relatively small fraction of
the glottal source, even a rough approximation of rm [n] can result in a high quality
voice re-synthesis. The consequences and benefits of a reduced representation will be
explored more thoroughly in Chapter 5.
3.5 Parameter selection and transformation
Each set of estimated source-filter parameters provides a representation of one period
of voice data. Since many periods are required for a vocal utterance, these parameters
will necessarily vary over time. The modeling of the time-varying component is the
subject of the next chapter, but the source-filter parameters from each period form
the observations upon which the dynamic model will be based. Instead of using the
parameter values directly, it is sometimes helpful to transform them to another value
that will be easier to model over time.
One particularly useful parameter transformation is the transformation of the all-pole
filter coefficients ak into ordered line spectrum frequencies (LSFs) [59]. For time-series
modeling, the LSF representation is preferable to the filter coefficients for several rea-
sons. First of all, interpolation between two sets of LSF values results in a stable filter
while interpolation between sets of ak does not. Also, the LSF values are always or-
dered in frequency, which makes drawing correlations between frames trivial. Line
spectrum frequencies are also limited in range (0 to 27r) and do not have as much vari-
ance as the filter coefficients. For this reason, the vocal tract filter is transformed to
an LSF representation for the dynamic model. They are calculated using the following
relations:
A(z)= 1 - aiz- - aNZ-N (3.50)
Ai(z) = A(z) + z-N-1 A(z 1) (3.51)
A 2 (z) = A(z) - z-N-1A(z- 1 ) (3.52)
The roots of both A1 (z) and A 2 (z) will be in complex pairs on the unit circle, and can
thus be described by a single frequency value. Moreover, for a minimum phase system,
the roots of A1 (z) will alternate with the roots A 2 (z), providing an enforced order-
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(3.49)
ing of parameters. The original polynomial A(z) can be recovered with the following
equation:
A(z) = A1(z) + A 2 (z)2 (3.53)
As mentioned previously, from the LF model we obtain 6 parameters (the 4 timing pa-
rameters, a, and Ee. Of course, the duration of the period T is also necessary. Finally,
we also record the energy from each analysis period, ET. All of the parameters are col-
lected into a single observation vector. Figure 3-15 demonstrates the variation of some
of the parameters over time.
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Figure 3-15: Time-varying source-filter parameters from one vocal segment.
3.6 Summary
This chapter has described in detail all of the components of the source-filter parame-
terization. To recap, the analysis is conducted pitch-synchronously, aligned to the pe-
riod of the singing signal. Initially, source-filter model parameters are jointly estimated
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based on the KLGLOTT88 glottal flow derivative model and a frequency warped all-
pole filter derived via warped linear prediction. The period and glottal open-quotient
are estimated through a limited search over a small area of likely values. The warped
LP residual is then re-parameterized using the Liljencrants-Fant glottal flow deriva-
tive model for greater accuracy. Finally, the stochastic glottal residual is modeled via
a codebook constructed using Principal Components Analysis. The model parameters
calculated during this phase of the analysis allow for perfect reconstruction of the input
signal.
The source-filter parameter estimation described in this chapter is intended to repre-
sent features related to physical characteristics of the singer at a given time. As such, this
analysis is limited to one period (or in the case of very short periods, a small number
of periods) of singing data. Obviously, the instantaneous physical features of a singer
do change (sometimes quite rapidly) over time. Although a few of the source-filter
parameters are constrained between analysis frames, as of yet we have not discussed
a dynamic representation to model the evolution of parameters during singing. This
subject is investigated in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Dynamic Parameter Modeling
Stage 2: dynamic modeling
Joint Parameter Estimation
- pitch period Hidden Markov
. glottal closure instant Model training
voice . - glottal open-quotient model
signal - glottal wave parameters phoneme state
- vocal tract filter model
- excitation noise residual phonetic path
segmentation
Expression
The previous chapter dealt with the estimation of short-time features motivated by
the physiology of the vocal production system. The focus now becomes describing the
evolution of those features over time and modeling their behavior in such a way as to
capture identifying aspects of vocal expression. Because most singing is structurally
based on linguistic communication, the basic structure for time-varying vocal analysis
used here provided by phonetics: the segregation of sound into acoustic units based
on their linguistic function. Conceptually, phonemes provide a logical and convenient
method of classifying and ordering vocal utterances. The perceptual salience of a purely
phonetic description, however, leaves much to be desired. This is because the acoustic
properties of phonemes vary tremendously depending on context. And since its defi-
nition is purely conceptual, it is difficult to determine a ground truth for the definitive
characteristics of a phoneme.
In other tasks, such as speech recognition, a variety of strategies have been used to
overcome the limitations of a purely phonetic representation. Markov chains (a linked
progression of random processes) have been successfully used to model the evolu-
tion of the acoustic properties of phonemes as an ordered succession of parameter
states over short durations. These phoneme models are usually implemented as uni-
directional Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). An enhancement to this approach is to
combine consecutive phoneme sets into diphones and triphones, acknowledging the
fact that the sound of a phoneme may be affected by the preceeding and succeeding
phonemes. These techniques have been fairly successful as analysis tools in perform-
ing phoneme estimation for speech recognition systems, but their use in systems for
natural-sounding concatenative speech synthesis has been somewhat less successful.
The problem is still the enormous acoustic variation of the voice. Even modeling di-
phones and triphones does not adequately encompass the possible variations in vocal
output. Another limitation of diphones and triphones is that a very large amount of
training data is required to adequately populate a comprehensive model. While there
are large corpuses of high-quality labeled speech training data, there is a paltry amount
of singing voice data.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, singing is quite different from speech. In classical singing
voiced sounds dominate, particularly vowels. A well-trained singer is able to sustain
vowels for long durations without sounding static by constantly varying the sound to
suit his or her expressive intentions. Because of the vowel emphasis in singing and
the limited amount of available training data, the system presented here uses a single
phoneme (as opposed to multiphone) representation. But the phoneme model di-
verges from the traditional Markov chain representation by using a much larger num-
ber of fully-connected states (the states are not restricted to occuring in a particular
order). In using a larger number of fully-connected states, this model is designed to
better encapsulate the range of acoustic variations that occur in an individual's singing
voice.
Since the system deals with individual phonemes, the first step is to perform a pho-
netic segmentation of the input signal, so that data can be applied to the appropriate
phoneme model. Once the input is segmented, the source-filter parameters derived in
the previous chapter are used as observations to train the individual phoneme models.
Once training is complete, new data can be analyzed with the model and distilled into
an HMM state path, which (it is hoped) contains the time-varying expressive infor-
mation of a signal segment. The goal of this chapter is to present each of the dynamic
modeling steps in greater detail.
4.1 Phonetic Segmentation
The phonetic segmentation system presented here assumes that a word transcript of
the singing input is available a priori, a restriction currently necessary for accurate
segmentation. This assumption does not seem unreasonable, given that most classical
singing is an interpretation of a pre-defined score. A phonetic transcript can be derived
from a word transcript in a straightforward manner using a phonetic dictionary. Figure
4.1 shows the major components of the phonetic segmentation system.
In order to automatically segment vowels from other phonemes, a straightforward
approach is to train a segmentation system on recordings for which the individual
phoneme regions have been annotated. This type of phonetic transcription can be
done by hand, but the task is quite tedious and error-prone. Fortunately, there ex-
ists an ample amount of accurate phonetically-labeled speech data that is primarily
used to train speech recognition systems. With the selection of appropriate features, a
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Figure 4-1: Flowchart of the phonetic segmentation process.
database of speech phonemes can be used as a starting point for phonetic segmentation
of singing.
There are many features in both the time and frequency domains that can aid in the
discrimination of phonemes. Different phonemes tend to have fairly distinct formant
patterns, though the specific locations vary a great deal from person to person and even
between utterances from the same person. Human auditory perception, of course, is
adept at generalizing these variations into broad phoneme classes. Computationally,
features derived from the general spectral envelope have proven to be fairly successful
when used in systems for identifying phonemes, particularly ones which perform some
degree of perceptual frequency warping. The most commonly utilized features are the
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) of the audio signal.
4.1.1 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
The cepstrum Ck of a time-domain signal s[n] is the inverse Fourier transform of the
log-magnitude spectrum of the signal.
Ck = F'{log |F{s}[n]} (4.1)
Since s[n] is real, its Fourier transform S(w) will be an even function. Taking the log-
magnitude of S(w) then results in a real and even function. Thus in practice, the cep-
strum is normally computed using the FFT and the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).
The cosine transform of an even function is equivalent to its Fourier transform and
requires only half the number of calculations to compute. The individual cepstral co-
efficients are the values of Ck for k = 0, 1, ....
The mel scale is an attempt to model frequency from a purely perceptual standpoint.
The mel scale was first proposed by Stevens and Volkmann [81], based on psychoa-
coustic experiments examining people's perception of different frequencies relative to
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a 1000 Hz tone at 40 dB. Thus, a frequency at x mels was judged to be twice as high
as the frequency corresponding to 1 mels. The overall result is a scale that is roughly
linear up to 1000 Hz and approximately logarithmic above it.
MFCCs are computed by redistributing the linearly-spaced bins of the log-magnitude
FFT into mel-spaced bins followed by a DCT. The redistribution can be viewed as an
interpolation of the log-spectrum values or equivalently as multiplication by a mel-
spaced filterbank. A relatively small number of coefficients (13 are commonly used)
provide a general approximation of the spectral envelope at a resolution that is a fair
compromise between the specificity needed to distinguish different phonemes and the
generality necessary for grouping like phonemes from different sources. This is es-
pecially critical for our task since the training and testing data come from different
domains (speech and singing, respectively).
An additional benefit of MFCCs is that they have a decorrelating effect on the spectral
data, maximizing the variance of the coefficients (similar to the effect of PCA) [39].
This is obviously beneficial to applications involving classification, such as phoneme
identification. MFCCs have gained wide acceptance as front-end features for speech
recognition systems [65]. They have also been used as features in other audio applica-
tions such as music description [39], musical instrument identification [16] [22], and
music similarity measurement [3].
4.1.2 System training
TIMIT is a large database of speech samples from 630 different speakers combining
data collected by Texas Instruments (TI) and MIT that is distributed by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [56]. The speech samples are phoneti-
cally balanced and have been phonetically labeled by hand. All sample segments were
segregated by phoneme to form a training data set for each of the 40 English phonemes.
Reference templates were created for each phoneme by averaging 13 MFCCs calculated
from short-time (16 msec) windowed overlapping frames. The simplicity of this rep-
resentation has obvious limitations. First of all, any time-varying features are lost in
the averaging. It is also possible that averaging the features over such a wide variety of
speakers may reduce the overall discriminatory effect of the features. Since vowels com-
prise the vast majority of classical singing and are the primary focus of this dissertation,
some of these limitations become lesser concerns. Unlike some other phonemes, the
identification of vowels does not depend heavily on time-varying characteristics. Like-
wise, vowels are spectrally quite distinct from one another and the discriminability of
the templates will likely be less affected by averaging. Additionally, the high computa-
tional requirements of the segmentation algorithm benefit from a simple representa-
tion.
4.1.3 Alignment via dynamic programming
The same features (13 MFCCs calculated over 16 msec frames) are calculated directly
from the time-domain singing input signal to be segmented, and the order of expected
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phonemes is determined from the transcript of the singing input available before-
hand. The goal of the system is to best align the extracted features with the expected
phonemes in the correct order so that exact boundaries between phonemes can be de-
termined. Towards this goal, a weighted L2 norm is calculated between each frame of
the new data and the reference templates of each of the expected phonemes. The result
is a distance matrix in which the rows are in the order of the expected phonemes and
each column is one analysis frame of the singing input.
The technique of dynamic programming (DP) is used to find the optimal alignment
between the extracted features and the ordered phonemes. DP is an efficient technique
for determining the least-cost path between multiple possibilities and given certain
constraints on the movement of the path [651. In this particular case, the goal is to find
the shortest overall distance path traversing the MFCC-to-phoneme reference template
distance matrix given the constraint of phoneme order (Figure 4-2). This application
of DP is often called dynamic time warping.
n: Index of analysis frames
1 2 ... 
... N
1N
M
Figure 4-2: An illustration of dynamic programming
The DP algorithm is based on the principle of optimality, which is described recur-
sively: each point on an optimal (least-cost) path itself is the result of an optimal path
to the initial starting point. This suggests a recursive strategy that evaluates all possible
paths to the desired endpoint starting from an initial condition. If 4.(1, 1) is the min-
imum cost from the initial condition (1) to point 1 in m decisions, then the minimum
cost to point n in m + 1 decisions (frames) is
Om+1(1, n) = min [0m(1, 1) + dm+1L(n)] (4.2)
where dm+1 (n) is the cost of moving to point n in frame m+1. This recursive equation
provides a method for incrementally searching for the overall optimum path. Once
the final desired state is reached (point N in M decisions), the optimal path can be
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determined by backtracking through the minimum cost function q4m(1, n) for m =
M, M - 1,.,1 starting at n = N.
In the specific case of phoneme alignment, m is the index of the analysis frames while
n is the index of phonemes (1 being the first and N being the last). The cost function,
dm(n), is the weighted L2 norm of the 13 MFCCs calculated from analysis frame m
(Ck(m)) and the reference template of phoneme n (Pk(n)), where 1 is the phoneme
at frame m - 1. The weights Wk are specified to reduce the influence the first cepstral
coefficient Co which is highly correlated to signal energy and spans a wider range of
values than the other coefficients.
12
dm(l, n) = [ [(Ck (m) - Pk(n))wk]2  (4.3)
k=o
The constraints to the path optimization problem are that the phonemes occur in a
specific order and therefore path movement is limited to at most one point (phoneme)
between analysis frames. In terms of Equation (4.2), n - 1 < 1 for all m. These con-
straints eliminate many path possibilities in the exhaustive space of all paths, reducing
the overall computational requirements of the path optimization while still considering
all relevant path possibilities.
The end result is a path that indicates the optimal transitions between phonemes. Since
the frame boundaries most likely will not correspond to the period boundaries, the
transitions are shifted slightly to the nearest period boundary. An example of a distance
matrix and the resulting phonetic segmentation is shown in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Example of phonetic segmentation (lighter colors indicate shorter dis-
tances)
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If the estimated alignment is valid, the phoneme segments from the sung input can
be used to update the reference phoneme templates. Since the original templates were
derived entirely from speech data, integrating additional sung training data is likely
to improve the effectiveness of the system. Given enough training data, specialized
templates could potentially be built for each individual singer.
4.2 Dynamic Parameter Modeling using Hidden Markov
Models
A Markov chain is a representation for linked stochastic processes in which the links
themselves are also stochastic processes. The links, known as transitions, are normally
represented by a simple probability model while the linked processes or states generally
involve more complex stochastic models. In an observable Markov model, the states
correspond to random processes whose outcomes are directly observable (e.g. the out-
come of a coin flip directly observed as either heads or tails). In a hidden Markov model
(HMM), the states are not directly observable, but are indirectly observed through an-
other random process, hence the "hidden" nature of the states. In many HMMs, these
states do not necessarily correspond to a tangible or easily described aspect of the un-
derlying process, but are simply clusters of observations that have been grouped to-
gether statistically. The number of states in the model, however, must be determined a
priori.
In a discrete-time HMM, the model is considered to be in exactly one state at each
time sample. With the passing of each time sample, the model may transition to an-
other state or may remain in the same state. HMMs can be used to model a wide range
of time-varying processes, and they have been quite successful in tasks such as auto-
matic speech recognition. In speech HMMs, the states are determined indirectly from
the MFCC observations and most commonly represent phonemes and subphonemes.
Phoneme and word models are then defined as a consecutive series of states. The order-
ing constraint is implemented by limiting state transitions only to consecutive states. A
simple 4-state example of this model topology is given in Figure 4-4. This type of model
is appropriate for speech recognition because of the short duration of phonemes, their
fairly rapid rate of change, and an underlying foundation of language based upon pho-
netic ordering.
0.5 0.8 0.4
1 0.5 2 0.2 3 06
Figure 4-4: A 4-state unidirectional HMM with transition probabilities
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For singing voice analysis/synthesis, however, the goal goes beyond the understanding
of language and includes the communication of less well-defined extralinguistic infor-
mation such as musical expression and emotion. Pursuant to this goal, the states of
the HMM vowel models in this system are intended to represent something quite dif-
ferent from the states used for speech. Vowels in singing are longer (sometimes much
longer) and have a wider acoustic variability than spoken vowels, which is reflected in
the source-filter model parameters. The acoustic and parameter variation normally
takes place smoothly in subtle gradations over time. Modeling these variations entails
accounting for a more densely populated feature space in terms of the location and
number of states. To better encompass this acoustic space, we use a fairly large num-
ber of states (10). Morever, we use a topology in which the states are fully-connected,
i.e. transitions may occur from any state to any state, also known as an ergodic HMM.
Figure 4-5 shows an example of a simple fully-connected HMM. The working hypoth-
esis is that through better description and encapsulation of the physical feature space,
an HMM will preserve and model the key aspects of expression that are necessary for
preserving singer identity.
0.5
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Figure 4-5: A 3-state fully-connected HMM with transition probabilities
The primary benefit of the HMM representation is the ability to model general pa-
rameter changes over time through the changes in state. In an ideal case, the trained
states are concentrated clusters of data in the parameter space. Hence, the state path is
an approximation to the actual parameter trajectory, in which the estimated trajectory
passes through the mean of each state. The accuracy of the approximation will depend
upon the variance of the states. A diagram of this general behavior is given in Figure
4-6.
The observation vectors for the vowel models are the source-filter model parameter es-
timates of the previous chapter, in particular the line spectrum frequencies represent-
ing the vocal tract filter, the LF parameters for the glottal derivative wave, the period
T, and the energy of each analysis frame. Since the observations are taken every pitch
period each state will correspond to one period, and state transitions will occur at this
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Figure 4-6: A depiction of an actual parameter trajectory (black line) and the esti-
mated trajectory via state path (gray line) in parameter space.
rate. As mentioned previously, each model consists of 10 states. The number of states
was determined empirically by evaluating models with 5, 10, 12, and 15 states in terms
of sound quality of the state-path-only re-synthesis and model log-likelihood (calcula-
tions of these criteria are described in sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, respectively). 10-state
models were chosen qualitatively as a compromise between the divergent goals of en-
compassing the wide variability of each vowel's observed features and limiting the com-
putational complexity of the model. Training the HMM involves defining the states,
determining the observation probability distribution of each state, and determining
the transition probabilities from each state to each of the other states, including the
probability of remaining in the current state.
4.2.1 Specifying the HMM
A Hidden Markov Model is defined by the number of states N and three sets of proba-
bility distributions. The states are simply labeled as {1, 2,... , N} and the state at time
t is denoted as qt. The first set of probability distributions consists of the state-to-state
transition probabilities A = {aI } where
aig = P[qt+i = jlqt = i], 1 < i,j < N. (4.4)
The second set of distributions are the probability distributions of the observations for
a given state j: B = {b3 (o)}, where o is the vector of observations. The distributions
are modeled as a mixture of K continuous observation densities.
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K
b3(o) = ,CjkKk(OsYk,Ujk), 1 j N (4.5)
k=1
The coefficients cjk are the mixture weights of the component densities and must
therefore sum to 1. K refers to the the Gaussian or normal density, with mean pgk
and covariance Ujk. If the length of the observation vector o is M, this is more explic-
itly written as
Vk(o, pjk, Uk) = 1 - (4.6)
(27r)'K|Ujkj2P
The third probability distribution needed to define an HMM is the probability distri-
bution of the initial state 7r = {7ri}, also known as the prior.
7ri = P[q1 = i|, 1 < i < N (4.7)
Since the distributions A, B, and ir along with the number of states N completely
specify an HMM, for convenience the model is denoted as A, where
A ~ (A, B, -r). (4.8)
There are three tasks commonly associated with the use of HMMs: (1) Model training-
the determination of the HMM parameters from observations of data; (2) State-path
determination-the calculation of the most likely sequence of HMM states for new ob-
servations given a trained model; and (3) Model likelihood evaluation--calculating the
likelihood of a sequence of data given a trained model. There are well-established so-
lutions to each of these problems, which we will make use of in the following sections.
More detailed descriptions and derivations of these methods are available in Appendix
A.
4.2.2 HMM training
For determine a dynamic model for each vowel, we use the source-filter parameter
observation sequences taken across the duration of a vowel to determine the model
parameters A, B, and ir. The most common HMM training technique is an iterative
method known as the Baum-Welch or Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (see
Appendix A.1 for details). The vowel phoneme models are trained on source-filter pa-
rameter observation sequences from data that has been phonetically segmented using
the system from Section 4.1. Multiple observation sequences are helpful for achieving
a model that generalizes well over a wide range of parameter variations. Each vowel
model consists of 10 states, with a single Gaussian observation density with a full co-
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variance matrix (not diagonal) for each state. A single Gaussian (rather than a mixture
of Gaussians) was chosen due to the relative sparsity of training data (2-10 training
sequences for each vowel model).
The EM training algorithm determines the model states according to the density of the
observations in parameter space. The meaning of the states themselves is not easily
defined from a perceptual standpoint, but they are common parameter combinations
derived from the voice signal relating to aspects of the physical state of the singer at a
given time. The state-to-state motion captures some of the enormous variety of phys-
ical configurations involved in singing. Determining these state-to-state dynamics is
the focus of the next section.
[e] scale
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Figure 4-7: HMM state log-likelihood and state path for a scale passage on the vowel
[e].
4.2.3 Estimating state paths
The state-path representation is central to this framework, as it compactly represents
the essential dynamics of the source-filter parameters. The variation of parameters
over time is reflective of the expressive characteristics of the singer. The state path
representation is also the foundation for the application of this framework to singing
voice coding. The hypothesis is that this representation will be rich enough to fully
encode the time-varying aspects of the voice with a result that is perceptually sufficient.
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Figure 4-8: The parameter observations from a scale on the vowel [e]. On the left
are line spectrum frequencies derived from the warped LP coefficients. On the right
are the LF model parameters.
The state path is calculated by finding the most likely (least cost) succession of states,
given the model probabilities A, B, and -r. An efficient algorithm for performing this
minimization is the Viterbi algorithm, detailed in Appendix A.2. An example state path
for a 10-state HMM for a scale on the vowel [e] is shown in Figure 4-7.
The state path can then be used to estimate the parameter trajectories from the state
means. The parameter observation sequence (line spectrum frequencies and LF model
paramters) for the signal of Figure 4-7 is shown in Figure 4-8. Figure 4-9 shows the
estimated parameter trajectories reconstructed via the state path.
It is apparent that the reconstructed parameter trajectories follow the general motion
of the original parameter sequence. For sound re-synthesis, smoothing of the quan-
tized parameter trajectories via a low-pass filter is generally required to avoid abrupt
discontinuities in the output signal.
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LF model: timing parameters
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Figure 4-9: The reconstructed parameter trajectories from the observation se-
quence of Figure 4-8.
4.2.4 Evaluating model likelihood
Evaluating model likelihood is useful when attempting to fit an observation sequence to
one of several candidate models. This is the method used most often in classification
problems involving HMMs, such as speech recognition (finding the best phoneme,
multi-phone, word, or language model to fit to the observed data). The model that
best fits the observed sequence will be the model with the highest log-likelihood. This
value is calculated efficiently using the forward-backward algorithm (Appendix A.3).
In the task of singer identification, the likelihoods of parameter observation sequences
from one phoneme are calculated against the trained HMMs of that phoneme from the
candidate singers. The observations will have the greatest likelihood for the model of
the singer whose states best encapsulate the distributions of the observed parameters,
which hopefully will be that of the same singer who produced the observed data.
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LF model: timing parameters
4.3 Summary
This chapter has presented the components of the singing voice analysis framework
designed to model the time-varying qualities of the voice. The general structure for
time-varying analysis is provided by the linguistic decomposition of singing into or-
dered phonemes. Accordingly, this chapter describes a proposed method for phonetic
segmentation to divide the signal into areas for more detailed analysis.
The dynamic analysis is concentrated on the modeling of vowels, which represent the
vast majority of singing. A system built upon hidden Markov models is used to de-
scribe the wide range of parameter (and corresponding acoustic) variations for each
vowel that occur over time in singing. The model states reflect a set of physically-
derived parameters at an instant in time. Because of the wide variance of the physical
features involved in singing, numerous states are needed to adequately represent the
parameter space. The key feature of the HMM, however, is its ability to document the
state changes over time via the state path.
The analysis framework presented thus far in this dissertation incorporates the deriva-
tion of physically-motivated features and the modeling of their dynamic behavior, both
of which have been hypothesized as being necessary to represent singer identity. The
next chapter discusses a series of experiments designed to evaluate whether the analysis
system, which is designed around this set of features, is able to model and preserve the
distinctive characteristics of an individual voice.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Experiments
The previous two chapters have detailed the components of the singing voice analy-
sis/synthesis framework at the core of this dissertation. This chapter explores three dif-
ferent applications of the framework, and details the experiments used to evaluate the
performance of the framework in these tasks. As mentioned in the introduction, the
advantage of an analysis/synthesis system is that the synthesized sounds can be used in
human listening experiments to validate the system perceptually, which is arguably the
most important metric. Thus, for each of the objective experiments performed with
the system, a corresponding listening experiment is presented to ascertain whether the
perceived results correlate with the objective results.
The three applications investigated in this chapter are singer identification, singing
voice coding, and singing voice transformation. Clearly, each of these applications
centers on the concept of singer identity at the core of this framework and this disser-
tation. One way or another, these experiments will provide significant evidence as to
the ability of the analysis/synthesis framework to model and preserve the perceptual
features of vocal identity. The sound examples used in these experiments are available
at http://sound.media.mit.edu/~moo/thesis.
5.1 Singer Identification
The first application is an analysis-only system for automatically identifying the singer
whose voice is captured in a sound recording. The experiment is limited to high-quality
voice-only recordings (without any accompanying instruments), which rules out com-
mercial recordings. Even the few a cappella commercial recordings available usually
have some amount of sound effects (such as reverberation) applied, which have been
known to enhance the perceived quality of the voice. These effects, however, are dif-
ficult to account for in a general manner and are not at all accounted for in this anal-
ysis framework. Therefore, the data set for all of the experiments is limited to sound
recordings made specifically for this research. Recordings were made in a sound-proof
recording studio with the amplified microphone output recorded directly to disk at a
sampling rate of 48 kHz. All data was later downsampled to a sampling rate of 16 kHz
to reduce the computational requirements.
The data set consisted of recordings from 4 conservatory-trained classical singers (two
sopranos, one tenor, and one bass-baritone). Each singer performed a variety of vocal
exercises (such as scales and arpeggios) approximately 5-10 seconds in length empha-
sizing the 5 major vowels ([i], [e], [a], [o], and [u]) in addition to one entire piece from
the classical repertoire. The vowel exercises comprised the training set, and source-
filter parameters were extracted for each recording using the parameter estimation sys-
tem of Chapter 3. The recordings were further segmented by vowel using the phonetic
segmentation system, which was provided a phonetic transcript of each exercise. The
source-filter parameter estimates from each of the vowel segments formed an observa-
tion sequence used to train the vowel HMMs specific to each singer. The observation
vectors consisted of the line spectral frequency values (describing the vocal tract filter)
and the LF timing and shape parameters. The parameters for the stochastic modeling
of the source residual were not used in this experiment. Models of each of the primary
vowels were trained for each of the four singers.
Passages from the recorded classical pieces were used as the testing data to evaluate the
performance of the system. As before, source-filter parameters were estimated for the
passages, and vowel segments were identified and extracted with the aid of a phonetic
transcript. The relevant source-filter parameters from those segments were used as test
observation sequences. The likelihoods of each test sequence were calculated for each
singer's corresponding vowel model (as provided by the phonetic transcript) using the
forward algorithm detailed in Appendix A.3. The singer corresponding to the model
with the greatest likelihood was labeled the singer of the segment, while the singer with
the most vowel HMM matches in the overall passage was deemed to be the source
performer. The testing set consisted of five 5-7 second passages from each singer.
The singer identification system performed with an overall accuracy of >90% when
operating over entire excerpts (only one of the 12 excerpts was mis-identified), as
shown in Table 5.1. Though this result is for an admittedly small data set, the re-
sult is quite promising. There were a total of 69 vowel segments in all of the excerpts,
and 32 segments (~46%) were identified correctly by having the highest vowel HMM
log-likelihood. A confusion matrix showing the identification results for the individual
vowel segments is shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1: Confusion results of singer identification experiment over whole phrases.
Singer No. 1 2 3 4
1 (bass) 1.00
2 (tenor) 1.00
3 (soprano) 0.75 0.25
4 (soprano) 1.0
As can be seen from the table, most of the confusion occurred between the two soprano
singers, which is to be expected because of the similarities of their voice classification.
This is also an initial indication that the analysis/synthesis framework could possibly be
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Table 5.2: Confusion results of singer identification experiment over individual vow-
els.
Singer No. 1 2 3 4
1 (bass) 0.53 0.10 0.05 0.32
2 (tenor) 0.35 0.50 0.00 0.15
3 (soprano) 0.21 0.00 0.42 0.37
4 (soprano) 0.17 0.17 0.33 0.33
used as a metric for voice similarity, since confusions tend to occur more often between
similar voices than dissimilar voices.
5.1.1 Perceptual experiment
A corresponding perceptual experiment was performed using the same data set used in
the singer identification system in order to compare the performance of the system to
human performance. The testing conditions were kept as close as possible to the con-
ditions used to evaluate the automatic system. A series of "test" samples, the same pas-
sages used in the machine listening experiment, were presented to each listener along
with two reference samples for each singer to serve as "training" data. The training
samples consisted of two vocal exercise passages from each singer, and were simply
labeled "Singer 1-4 A/B" Both training and testing samples were presented simul-
taneously in a simple user interface, though the training samples remained constant
throughout the experiment. For each presentation of test data, subjects were asked
to select which singer (1-4) they thought was the singer of the test passage. Listeners
were allowed to audition the training samples and the test sample as many times as
they wished before making a selection. Nine subjects with varying music backgrounds
participated in this experiment as well as the others detailed in this chapter.
Table 5.3: Confusion results of singer identification perceptual experiment.
Singer No. 1 2 3 4
1 (bass) 0.96 0.04
2 (tenor) 0.04 0.96
3 (soprano) 0.33 0.67
4 (soprano) 0.56 0.44
The overall accuracy across all of the participants was 65%. This relatively low num-
ber is due almost entirely to confusions between the two soprano singers (Table 5.3).
Grouping the sopranos together results in a performance of 98%. Discrimination be-
tween the bass and tenor was high (96%) and male/female discrimination was 100%.
The results from this limited experiment are consistent with the basic categorization
due to voice part. Identification between different voice parts is very accurate, but
there is a great deal of confusion within a category. This data set is far too limited to
draw any more general conclusions. We do see, however, that the performance of the
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Figure 5-1: Interface to singer identification perceptual experiment.
machine listening system is comparable to human performance on the same data set.
In fact, the system exceeds human performance in some respects, particularly in its
performance in discriminating between the two soprano voices. The results of these
two experiments provide some evidence that the analysis/synthesis is able to capture
some features relating to vocal identity.
5.2 Singing Voice Coding
The second experiment investigates the application of the analysis/synthesis framework
as a low-bitrate encoder/decoder (codec) for singing voice transmission. As detailed in
Chapter 2, there are many well-established codecs for speech most of which are based
upon certain assumptions about the signal (such as ratio of voicing) making them less
applicable to singing. Additionally, all low-bitrate (< 12kbps) speech codecs limit the
frequency bandwidth to 4 kHz, which is suitable for speech intelligibility but leaves
much to be desired when applied to the singing voice.
The key aspect of the analysis/synthesis framework in this application is the HMM state
path representation. Each point of the path basically represents an entire period of
singing data with a single state number, meaning that a great deal of data compression
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is possible. Of course, the sound quality of the system depends upon how well the states
are able to model the acoustic variation of the voice.
This experiment focuses entirely on the vowel-only passages that formed the training
data set for the previous experiment. Again the vowel segments are analyzed to form
the observation sequences used to train the analysis HMMs for the system. In this
experiment, however, the vowel exercise segments also form the test data set for the
analysis/synthesis. The overlap of the training and testing sets here doesn't seem all
that unreasonable since it is not intended to be a real-time coding scheme. Given that
a sound to be transmitted can be analyzed in advance, it seems appropriate that the
results of the analysis should be able to be incorporated into the signal model.
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Figure 5-2: Re-synthesis of one period using different numbers of residual princi-
ple components. Left: modeled residual. Center: reconstructed excitation. Right:
resulting synthesis.
Each segment of the data set is analyzed via the appropriate vowel HMM of the singer,
resulting in a state path for the segment. We also record the stochastic parameters for
each analysis period. In combination, the state path and the stochastic information are
used to re-create the glottal derivative waveform, the vocal tract filter, and the singing
waveform itself. Glottal residual reconstruction and the resulting synthesis is shown in
Figure 5-2 for varying numbers of residual components.
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Figure 5-3: Mean SNR across nine sound samples using different numbers of resid-
ual principle components.
Since the analysis/re-synthesis occurs on a period-by-period basis, we can directly com-
pare the original and re-synthesized output waveforms. The signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR)
is an objective measure that describes the difference between two waveforms. If s[n] is
the original signal and As[n] is the synthesis, the SNR can be calculated by the following
equation:
SNR = 10 log ( F {I (5.1)
(E(s[n] - i[n])2-
The maximum SNR is theoretically infinite (if S.[n] = s[n] exactly), but in practice
quantization of the signal values and filter coefficients inject some noise into the sys-
tem. The SNR values using varying numbers of principle components (from 0 to
100) for glottal residual reconstruction are presented in Table 5.4 for nine of the re-
synthesized vowel passages. The codebook used was trained using the glottal residuals
of all of the nine source signals, consisting of 512 vectors, each of length 513 (based
on FFTs of length 1024). The SNR value of the full reconstruction (using the exact
glottal residual) is provided in the final column of the table to give an indication of
the minimum amount of noise in the analysis/re-synthesis procedure. The SNR values
averaged across the nine sound examples is plotted against the number of codebook
components used for reconstruction in Figure 5-3.
5.2.1 Listening experiment
While there are many objective measures with which to assess the performance of an
encoding/decoding scheme, none is truly able to specify the perceived quality or loss
of quality. Some encoding schemes can produce signals with very high signal-to-noise
ratios, the resulting signals may still contain considerable audible distortion and per-
ceived as having low sound quality. The inverse situation can also occur (a signal with
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Table 5.4: SNR values for nine re-synthesized vowel exercises using varying numbers
of residual principle components.
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14.19
14.00
16.88
14.87
17.84
14.91
17.15
13.64
16.63
15.23
15.26
19.04
15.13
19.89
15.41
17.36
13.85
16.87
15.78
16.52
20.03
15.32
21.39
15.51
17.43
13.88
16.98
15.92
17.11
20.33
15.30
21.63
15.50
17.44
13.88
16.98
15.92
17.41
20.34
15.30
21.63
15.50
17.44
13.88
16.98
15.92
17.41
20.34
15.30
21.63
18.81
26.89
25.42
24.58
17.29
31.04
30.10
24.58
30.85
a relatively low SNR value, but with high perceived quality). Therefore, a true assess-
ment of the resulting sound quality of a codec can only be made through perceptual
listening experiments.
Re-synthesized signals from the state path representation were used as the basis of a
listening experiment in which listeners were asked to judge the sound quality of the
compressed signal relative to the original signal. Listeners were presented with the
original and a coded version of each of the nine sound samples and asked to indicate
which sample sounded better. The coded examples were re-synthesized using varying
numbers of residual codebook components (from 0 to 100). Subjects were also asked
to rate the sound quality of the example they indicated as being lesser quality on a
scale from 1 to 5 (with larger values representing higher quality). The interface for the
experiment is shown in Figure 5-4.
Figure 5-4: Interface to sound quality perceptual experiment.
5.2 Singing Voice Coding
The results of the listening experiment demonstrate a correlation between the quality
ratings and the number of codebook components used in re-synthesis. Though the
average quality rating for the re-synthesized sounds is generally lower than the average
quality of the original source sounds for most component levels (Figure 5-5), there
were many instances when subjects selected the re-synthesized sound as preferable to
the original sound (Table 5.5 and Figure 5-6).
A.
CD
'
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number of components used in residual
Figure 5-5: Average quality ratings for re-synthesized examples using varying num-
ber of codebook components. The dashed line indicates the average quality rating
for the original source sounds.
Table 5.5: Average listener preference of original vs. re-synthesized samples for
varying codebook sizes.
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
original I07
re-synthesis 0.29
0.7 01 E 0.43 0.29
0.29 0.29 F 071 F.711
L0.57 0 0.43
0.43 0.29 0.29 05
5.2.2 Coding efficiency
Previous work has demonstrated the compression advantage of encoding vowels us-
ing pre-stored (static) templates [32]. Results with the current system demonstrate
a higher quality re-synthesis using the 10-state vowel models than with static vowel
templates. Disregarding the overhead of transmitting the vowel models and codebook,
each period can be reconstructed using just a vowel identifier, the HMM state number,
the amplitude, the pitch period, and the codebook component weights.
Since the vowel identifier remains constant over many periods, the vowel information
can be efficiently encoded using run-length encoding [25] making its contribution to
the overall bitrate per period negligible (distinguishing between 5 vowel models re-
quires <3 bits per ~ 100s of pitch periods or -0.01 bits per period). The same holds
true for the state number, though to a slightly lesser degree. The average duration of a
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Figure 5-6: Average listener preference of original vs. re-synthesized samples for
varying codebook sizes.
path segment is - 50 periods, so a 10-state model requires 4 bits per ~50 pitch periods
or <0.1 bits per period.
Therefore, the primary sources of bit usage are the period, amplitude, and the code-
book component weights. The period duration changes very little between adjacent
periods and can be encoded as a differential using <2 bits per period. The amplitude
can be efficiently encoded in 8 bits using a non-uniform quantization such as p-law
encoding. Additionally, the amplitude varies slowly compared to the period and can
be downsampled by a factor of 10, reducing the bit usage to <1 bit per period.
Given an average pitch period of 70 samples (at a sampling rate of 16 kHz) with 16-
bit samples (1120 bits per period), we could achieve a possible compression of >250:1
during vowel segments (-4 bits per period) without the use of a residual codebook. Of
course, adding any number of residual codebook components will require additional
bits to specify the weight of each component. By distributing bits efficiently (more
bits for the low-numbered eigenvectors of the codebook), an average of 3 bits per code
vector is not unreasonable. So a 10-vector codebook would require -30 additional
bits per period, resulting in a compression of >30:1 (still significantly better than the
~10:1 compression achieved with common speech coders). The framework could con-
ceivably be extended to include models for all voiced phonemes. Of course, significant
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modifications in the parameter estimation step would be needed to accommodate un-
voiced phonemes.
In lieu of consonant phoneme models, the analysis/synthesis framework could be used
for vowel-only encoding in conjunction with traditional coding schemes for the other
phonemes. One such possibility, a hybrid coding scheme that uses prior knowledge
of the musical score to switch between pre-defined templates for vowels and standard
LPC for other phonemes, is presented in Appendix B to demonstrate how a system for
vowel-only encoding, similar in terms of limitations to the framework presented here,
can still be used advantageously on all singing voice sources.
5.3 Voice Transformation
Voice transformation is a nebulous term that is used to describe general modifications
applied to the voice in order to enact a change in voice quality (such as gender or age
alteration) [88]. A good deal of research has been performed in this general area, in-
cluding work specifically on the glottal source [12] and the vocal tract filter [13]. In
this dissertation, however, voice transformation is more specifically defined as the al-
teration of one voice so that it is perceived to have characteristics of another specific
target voice. Not surprisingly, this sort of transformation has proven to be an elusive
goal. The method proposed here attempts to modify both glottal source and vocal
tract filter parameters estimated from one singer to reflect those of another, but the
form this mapping should take is not obvious. Each singer has his or her own unique
dependencies between the source and filter parameters, which are also affected by fun-
damental frequency and amplitude, indicating that a direct linear mapping would be
inappropriate.
The HMM states, however, provide common point of reference between differing voice
models. In mapping from the state model of one singer to another, the prosody of the
transformed result would still be determined by the motion of the input state path. In
re-synthesizing one singer's state path using another singer's state model, it is hoped
that the source-filter parameter dependencies encapsulated in the states of the target
singer will evoke the vocal quality of that singer in the sound output.
Because the states themselves represent clusters of significant concentration in each
singer's parameter space, they may be related between singers in terms of likelihood
of occurrence. Thus, one possible mapping is to reorder each HMM's state labels ac-
cording to their frequency of occurrence (state 1 becomes the most often occurring
state, followed by state 2, etc.), enforcing a semi-statistical relationship between the
state numbers (Figure 5-7). From this mapping, the revised state path from one singer
can be used to drive another singer's HMM for re-synthesis.
This mapping proved to be more successful than the histogram-based map in trans-
forming the vocal quality of one singer to another, but it is difficult to quantify the re-
sulting sound objectively. An SNR calculation for this transformation would be mean-
ingless, since the output waveform is clearly intended to be much different from the
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Figure 5-7: HMM state histogram for two singers for vowel [e].
Table 5.6: Distance matrix of state glottal parameters and mapping between states
of vowel [e] of two singers.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11.60 16.33 14.19 11.39 13.21 113.17 |
11.20 15.71 13.67 10.99 12.71 12.70
16.57 23.59 [0.3 16.26 19.00 18.88
13.49 19.18 16.58 13.25 15.51 15.37
16.82 |23.991 20.72 16.52 19.33 19.18
14.61 20.68 17.93 14.34 16.67 16.62
7.51 10.44 9.10 7.38 8.54 8.48
9.91 13.92 12.10 9.73 11.28 11.23
10.45 14.65 12.75 10.26 11.87 11.84
16.01 22.85 19.72 15.72 18.43 18.26
13.37
12.89
19.19
15.61
19.50
16.88
8.60
11.40
12.02
18.56
11.64 11.51 14.07
11.22 11.11 13.55
16.65 16.44 20.22
13.57 13.39 16.46
16.92 16.69 20.55
14.66 14.49 17.77
7.53 7.46 9.04
9.94 9.83 12.00
10.47 10.37 12.64
16.11 15.89 19.57
input. The evaluation of the success of this transformation is therefore left to a percep-
tual experiment.
The stochastic codebooks were not used in the voice transformation experiments be-
cause there is no clear method of mapping from one codebook to another. The calcu-
lation of the glottal residual (which determines component selection and weight deter-
mination) requires a reference for the target sound which does not exist in this case.
Not surprisingly, simply applying the code vector weights calculated from the source
singer's codebook to the target singer's codebook resulted in a greatly distorted sound.
A different parameterization is likely needed to provide a more suitable mapping of the
stochastic excitation component.
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Figure 5-8: Interface to sound similarity perceptual experiment.
5.3.1 Listening Experiment
Judging the success of voice transformation is difficult to do quantitatively. We there-
fore turn to subjective judgments deduced from listening experiments. Listeners were
presented with encoded samples from two different voices, and an additional sample
which was a re-synthesized voice transformation from one singer to the other. Trans-
formed examples were generated in both directions (singer A to singer B and singer
B to singer A). The reference samples for the two singers were encoded without the
use of the stochastic codebook, in order to achieve greater consistency in sound qual-
ity across the samples. Subjects were asked to simply judge whether they thought the
re-synthesized sample sounded more similar to singer A or B. Participants were pre-
sented with 8 transformed sound examples. The interface for the experiment is shown
in Figure 5-8.
The summary of results of the perception experiment averaged across listeners is given
in Table 5.7 and Figure 5-9. While not all of the sound examples were convincing to
listeners, most of were judged by some listeners to be most similar to the target singer,
lending the transformation some perceptual validity.
Table 5.7: Average perceived judgments of voice transformation sound examples.
judgment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
target: 0.5 0.17 0.66 10.83 |0.83 |0.83 0.33
source: 0.5 0.83 0.33 0.17 0.17 0 0.17 0.66
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Figure 5-9: Average listener judgment of original vs. transformed samples.
5.4 Summary
This chapter has detailed the application of the analysis/synthesis framework to three
different tasks: singing voice identification, singing voice coding, and singing voice
transformation. The utility of the proposed framework to each of these applications
has been validated to some degree through three corresponding perceptual listening ex-
periments, demonstrating that the dynamic modeling of source-filter parameters that
form the core of the system play a substantial role in the perception of singer identity.
The concluding chapter will present some of the limitations of the analysis/synthesis
framework in greater detail, and will propose some possible directions for further re-
search..
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CHAPTER SIX
Conclusions
In this dissertation I have presented a framework for analysis and re-synthesis of the
singing voice, attempting to model the physical and expressive factors involved in the
perception of singer identity. The model parameters are based on specific computa-
tionally derived parameters motivated by the physical features of the voice, which are
subsequently modeled dynamically to represent the time-varying nature of the expres-
sive qualities of the voice. The utility of the framework has been demonstrated in the
applications of singing voice coding, singing voice identification, and singing voice
transformation. These results have been validated through perceptual listening experi-
ments involving re-synthesized sound examples generated using the analysis/synthesis
framework. In this concluding chapter, I will briefly discuss some limitations of the
presented framework and research questions that warrant further investigation.
6.1 Possible Refinements to the Framework
The joint parameter estimation procedure detailed in Chapter 3 introduces several
sources of error. Quantizing the time-based parameters (period, glottal open quotient,
glottal closure instant, LF-model timing parameters) to integer sample numbers in-
troduces aliasing, which can cause audible distortion in re-synthesized sound samples.
For long pitch periods, the error from quantization to integer values is proportionally
small. For shorter pitch periods, however, the quantization noise becomes more of
an issue. The current implementation deals with this problem by highly smoothing
the estimated parameter values to reduce the amount of aliasing in the reconstructed
signal.
Another approach in addressing this problem would be to simply use data sampled at
a higher rate, further reducing the error between the time-quantized parameter values
and the actual parameter values. The cost of this approach is the greater number of
computations needed to perform the analysis for larger numbers of samples. Another
problem with this approach is the likely necessity of higher vocal tract filter orders to
adequately represent the spectral shape of the filter at higher bandwidths, meaning an
increase in size of the parameter vector for each period. HMM training becomes in-
creasingly difficult with longer parameter vectors as there is likely to be less correlation
between successive frames.
One alternative would be to perform the parameter estimation at a lower sampling rate,
while performing the reconstruction at a higher rate. This would require some method
of estimating of the vocal tract filter response outside of the original bandwidth of the
analysis sampling rate. This type of spectrum estimation has been developed in the
domain of perceptual audio coding. Known as spectral band replacement, it has been
incorporated into a revision of the MPEG-4 Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) standard
[1]. It is possible that a similar technique could be applied to improve the sound quality
of the singing voice analysis/synthesis framework.
Fractional delay methods [35] may also provide a way of reducing the distortion due to
aliasing of the timing parameters. These techniques, however, in addition to requiring
additional computation, may be incompatible with the formulation of the parameter
estimation problem as a convex optimization. Fractional delays could be used in the al-
ready nonlinear estimation of the LF model parameters without ill-effect, but whether
the results would exceed those of simple parameter smoothing is as of yet undeter-
mined.
The stochastic codebook approach is convenient for analysis/synthesis applications,
such as coding, where a target waveform is available. This representation of the resid-
ual, however, is not parametric. It is possible that an analysis of the codebook weights
could yield a more meaningful parameterization so that the stochastic component
could be incorporated into the voice transformation procedure.
6.2 Fundamental System Limitations
Throughout this dissertation, I have focused exclusively on vowels because they are the
predominant sounds of classical singing. The framework presented, however, could be
extended relatively easily to include all voiced consonants. Accounting for unvoiced
sounds, however, would require an alternative parameterization of the source model,
since the KLGLOTT88 and LF models would no longer be applicable. Additionally it
would be necessary to segregate voiced sounds from non-voiced sounds. While much
research has been performed on systems for voicing detection in speech (see [78] for a
comprehensive list), this topic is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
All systems for singing voice analysis have difficulty dealing with high-pitched singing,
such as soprano voices. As mentioned in Section 3.1.4, it is difficult to obtain vocal
tract filter estimates when the pitch period is much less than the natural duration of
the vocal tract impulse response. Even using multiple periods oftentimes doesn't result
in accurate vocal tract estimates because the overlapped responses obscure the true
response. Alternative methods may be more accurate in deconvolving the source and
filter functions at high fundamental frequencies.
A glaring limitation of the system is the requirement of a phoneme or word tran-
script of the singing passages in order to perform the phonetic segmentation prior to
model training. Although many systems exist for automatic speech recognition (ASR),
they perform poorly on singing data because of the drastic differences in rhythm and
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prosody between speech and singing. It may be possible to train an ASR system entirely
on singing voice data, which could provide automatic lyric transcription, but a major
hurdle exists in collecting and labeling the vast amount of training data that would be
required.
Similarly, another potential deficiency of the analysis/system system is that it requires a
great deal of training data in order to build accurate HMMs for each singer. Since the
parameter estimation relies on very clean solo voice recordings, it is difficult to build
models for a large number of singers. There have been some attempts to extract voice
features from commercial recordings, such as [33] in which a system is presented for
performing singer identification from commercial music recordings by first attempting
to isolate regions of singing. It would be difficult to use the framework presented in this
dissertation on such sound mixtures since it would be required to account for external
factors such as background instruments and audio effects, which are not accounted for
by the underlying source and filter models.
6.3 Directions for Further Research
The extension of the framework to include the other voiced phonemes raises the is-
sue of the phoneme-to-phoneme transitions. The phonetic segmentation used in this
dissertation has mostly been for analytical convenience, providing a method for divid-
ing the problem into semantically meaningful sub-problems. However, the boundaries
between phonemes are not well-defined and warrant further study.
It is possible that the phonetic segmentation could be improved by building a classifier
upon the source-filter features as opposed to MFCCs. The phoneme detection could be
combined with a unidirectional HMM phoneme model to perform the segmentation.
Such a system would again require a great deal of singing voice training data, which is
not readily available.
This dissertation has focused entirely on analysis/synthesis and has not addressed how
to synthetically generate high-quality sounds from purely semantic representations
(such as a score). The generation of realistic time-varying model parameters has been
studied, primarily using rule-based systems [87]. It would be interesting to see whether
such systems could be applied to create model parameters evocative of the style of a
particular singer.
Another interesting investigation would be to determine whether the source-filter pa-
rameterization itself could be further parameterized. The different vowels have been
considered independently, but there is likely significant overlap between the different
models. Titze [88] has proposed that the various vowels are simply transformations
of a base neutral configuration of the vocal tract, corresponding to the schwa vowel
[a]. One could consider a parameterization of the source-filter framework along those
lines, using a long-term average [14] as the base representation, parameterized using
principle components analysis.
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The source data for this dissertation was collected from unaccompanied singers recorded
in a fairly acoustically absorptive room. Most singing performances, however, occur
under a vastly different set of circumstances (e.g. other instruments, more acoustically
reflective surroundings, different physiological states), which may result in different
behavior and thus different parameter estimates. In speech, the alteration of one's
voice due to noise is known as the Lombard effect [41]. It would be possible to study
the corresponding changes in singing parameters by altering the recording conditions.
For example, singers could be asked to sing along with accompaniment in their head-
phones. Artificial reverberation of their singing could be added to their headphones as
well.
In this framework, the expressive characteristics of a singer are represented solely by
the time-varying motion of the model parameters, but there are clearly more features
of expression than are depicted here. It would be interesting to couple the expressive
parameters of the singing voice framework with biometric sensor data used to study
affect [60], for both singers and listeners.
6.4 Concluding Remarks
In this dissertation, I have attempted to address a question that does not have a con-
sistent answer: What defines the unique sound of a singer? The limited success of the
framework I have proposed in addressing this question is equally difficult to quantify.
On the one hand, with a very limited set of training data, the system has proven to be
fairly adept at drawing distinctions between singers and capturing some of the features
of voice identity. On the other hand, the limitations of the training data make it im-
possible to generalize these results to the greater population of singing voices, and I do
not claim that the analysis/synthesis framework is able to do so yet.
The greatest advances in the computational understanding of audio have come using
techniques that are primarily data driven. Correspondingly, the most broadly success-
ful applications are ones that have been trained with the greatest variance of train-
ing data. In particular, speech-related applications have benefited from a tremendous
amount of meticulously annotated training data. Such a corpus is currently not avail-
able for machine listening applications focusing solely on singing voice. While this
limitation has driven much ingenuity, most successes have been limited in scope. The
wider dissemination of musical source materials and recordings will hopefully lead to
even greater successes in this area of research.
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APPENDIX A
HMM Tutorial
This appendix is intended as an introduction to solutions to the three primary prob-
lems of Hidden Markov Models: model training, highest likelihood path determina-
tion, and model likelihood evaluation. For more details, the reader is encouraged to
consult one of the many papers textbooks on the subject, such as [65].
A.1 HMM training
The training of the model parameters (A, B, and ir) is difficult to optimize globally.
Common HMM training algorithms instead focus on iterative estimation of maximum
likelihood (ML) model parameters, given an observation sequence. That is,
max P(OA), where (A.1)
O = [01 02 - OT] . (A.2)
The ML model parameters are only guaranteed to represent a local maximum, imply-
ing that parameter initialization is quite important. The most common of the iterative
ML techniques is the Baum-Welch algorithm, also known as expectation-maximization
(EM) [64]. The EM algorithm is a well-known technique also used for function fitting
and data clustering. In fact, the HMM training problem can be viewed as primarily
fitting the observation densities to the data clusters. The training algorithm is now
presented in summary.
In order to maximize the likelihood of the training observation sequence given the
model, it is convenient to define the probabilities -yt(i) and (t(i, j):
-yt(i) = P(qt = ilO, A) (A.3)
(t (i, j) = P(qt = i, qt+ 1 = j|O0, A). (A.4)
Given the observations and the model, 7t(i) is the probability of state i at time t, and
(t (i) is the joint probability of state i at time t and state j at time t + 1. It is worth
mentioning that -yt(i) can be calculated by summing (t(i, j) over all possible states j:
N
yt(i) = Z t(i, j). (A.5)
j=1
The summation of t (i, j) over all possible transition times of the observation sequence
(t = 1, ... , T - 1) gives us the expected number of transitions from state i to state j.
Similarly, summing yt(i) over time (excluding the final observation t = T) produces
the expected number of transitions from state i for the sequence, while including time
t = T in the summation ofyt(i) simply reveals the expected number of occurrences of
state i. These expected values provide a logical update rule for the model parameters.
The priors 7ri should reflect the expected probability of state i at time t = 1. The
updated parameter irj is then estimated simply as:
= Y1(i) (A.6)
The state-to-state transition probabilities aij are updated as the expected number of
transitions from state i to state j, normalized by the expected number of transitions
from state i. These expected values are the result of the summations mentioned above:
Ti1
a y = _1 tij. (A.7)Z3 ET_1 Yt i)
Re-estimation of the observation distribution parameters is a bit more complex. The
mean and variance of the Gaussian model densities for each state are clearly related
to the expected occurrences of that state. In cases where the observation density is
modeled using a single Gaussian (K = 1 in Eq. 4.5), the updated mean and covariance
parameters are calculated directly from the observation sequence and are simply scaled
by the expected state frequencies:
pt= 1 , (A.8)
U - (A.9)
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When more than one Gaussian component is used to model the observation distri-
bution, the state frequencies are altered to include the probability of the observation
being accounted for by a particular mixture component. This alteration is relatively
straightforward, but will not be detailed here.
Iterating Equations (A.6) - (A.9) improves the HMM parameter estimates until the
maximum likelihood parameters for the observation sequence are found. Calculating
each iteration requires calculating -yt(i) and t (i, j), which are expensive to calculate
directly from their definitions (Eqns. A.3 and A.4). The computational requirements
can be greatly reduced by taking advantage of the following derivation beginning with
Bayes' rule.
P(qt = i, qt+1 = j, O|A)
P(O|A)
P([oi ... ot] , qt = iIA)P(ot+1, qt+1 = ilqt = i, A)P([ot+2 ... OT] |qt+1 = j, A)
P(O|A)
(A.10)
At this point it is helpful to separate out the following probabilities:
at(i) =P([o 02 - Ot] , qt = i|A) (A.11)
#8t(i) = P([ot+1 -'' OT] |qt = i, A). (A.12)
at(i) and pt(i) are known as the forward and backward probabilities, respectively.
These variables are particularly helpful because they can be calculated via induction:
N
at(j) = [ at_1(i)ai by(ot), 2 <t T, 1 j N (A.13)
N
Oi(i) = Z aj3 by(ot+1)3t+1(j), T - 1 > t > 1, 1 K i N. (A.14)
j=1
The other term in the numerator of Equation (A.10) is simply
P(ot+1, qt+1 = jlqt = iA) = ajjbj(ot+1). (A.15)
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The variable (t(i, j) can now be written in terms of at(i) and #3(i). Continuing with
Equation (A.10):
t (i, j) =at(i)atyby (ot+1)/3t+1(j)0*0'OP(O|IA)
P(01A)(A. 16)
at (i) aty by (ot+ 1)#3t+ 1(j)
_i Efj= 1 at (i) aty by (ot+ 1) #t+1I(j)
The denominator of Equation (A.16) results from summing the numerator, originally
P(qt = i, qt+1 = j, OIA), over all possible states i and j to obtain P(OIA). yt(i) can
be computed from (t(i, j) using Equation (A.5), but can also be written in terms of
at(i) and #3 (i). Starting with Equation (A.3) we can derive the following:
Yt~) W P(O, qt = i|A)
P(O|IA)
P)( i1A) (A.17)
at i)#ati)
E~=Iat(i)#Ai)
The end result of this is an efficient means of computing probabilities 7t(i) and (t(i, j),
which in turn are used to iteratively update the model parameters A' ~ (A', B', ir')
via EM. The forward and backward variables, at(i) and #8t(i) will also be useful in the
sections that follow for estimating the state paths and overall model likelihood.
The discussion of parameter estimation thus far has dealt with only a single obser-
vation sequence 0 for training. In practice, model training uses as many sequences
as possible. Fortunately, multiple training sequences are easily incorporated into the
iterative estimation if we assume that the sequences are independent. Because the pa-
rameter estimates are based on the weightings of the various state frequencies, -yt(i) and
(t(i, j), the expected values calculated from different sequences can simply be summed
together, which will optimize the parameters over all of the observation sequences.
A.2 Estimating state paths
Once a model is trained it can be used to determine the most likely sequence of states
resulting from a sequence of observations. If q = [qi q2 ... qT] is a state se-
quence (path) the optimal state path is defined as the q that maximizes the P(qlO, A),
the a posteriori probability of the path, given the observations and the model. This
optimization problem can be solved using the Viterbi algorithm, which is a dynamic
programming method similar to the one used for phonetic segementation in Section
4.1.3.
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First, we note that by Bayes' rule:
P(qIO, A) = P(q, O|A)PPqlIA = ) (A.18)P(O|A)
Since the denominator will be constant for all q, maximizing the numerator will max-
imize the expression. Therefore, the algorithm maximizes P(q, 0 IA), which reduces
the computational requirements of the calculation. To implement the Viterbi algo-
rithm, we define a function 6t (j) as follows:
6t(j) = max P([qi . &qt_1 qt = j]T, [oi -.. ot] IA). (A.19)
gl i---,gt-1
6t(j) is the highest scoring (most probable) path ending at state j at time t. Conve-
niently, 6t(j) can also be defined recursively from prior time steps.
St(j) = [max Jt_1(i)ajI]bj(ot_1) (A.20)
For an HMM with N states, the initial conditions are determined from the distribution
of the priors.
j 1 (i) = 7rib;(oi) (A.21)
The optimal state path can then be calculated recursively by iterating Equation (A.20)
over 2 < t < T. The path is determined by keeping track of the individual states that
maximize St(i) for each time step t.
A.3 Evaluating model likelihood
The likelihood of an observation sequence can also be evaluated against a trained
model, P(O IA), which facilitates the classification of observed data. In this applica-
tion, an observation sequence is evaluated against several models to determine which
one provides the best fit (highest probability). This is the technique used in speech
recognition systems to identify phonemes and words, and it is the method used in this
dissertation for the identification of singing voices.
Given a state path q and hidden Markov model A, the probability of an observation
sequence 0, assuming that the observations are independent, can be written as
P(OIq, A) = bq, (o1)bq2 (02) ... bq,(OT), (A.22)
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and the probability of the state path itself is
P(q|A) = lrqaqiq2 aq 2q3 -. -aqT,qT. (A.23)
Again using Bayes' rule and summing over all possible state paths q, we obtain the
following expression of the desired observation likelihood:
P(OIA) = E P(O1q, A)P(qA)
Vq (A.24)
= ( 1rq,bq,(o1)aq1q2 bq2 (02)...aqqT bq (OT).
q1,---,qT
Direct computation of this sum over all possible state paths of length T would be ex-
tremely expensive and time consuming. Predictably, there is a more efficient method
for calculating the likelihood known as the forward-backward algorithm [64]. Recall
that the forward and backward probabilities were defined in Equations (A. 11) and
(A.12).
Considering the forward probabilities, we know that at(i) can be determined from
previous time values using induction (Eq. A.13). This again suggests a recursive tech-
nique for calculating P(OIA). The initial probabilities for t = 1 are functions of the
priors and the observation distributions.
a1(i) = 7rib(oi), 1 < i < N (A.25)
The probability of the each observation ending in a particular state j is determined by
following the induction through to time T. The likelihood of the observation sequence
is then calculated by summing the inducted probabilities over all possible final states:
N
P(O IA) = Z aT(i) (A.26)
i= 1
This procedure reduces the overall number of calculations from an order of TNT to
TN 2. Alternatively, the induction can be performed backwards, starting at time T. For
the backwards induction, the probabilities pt(i) are initialized to be equal to 1 and the
induction occurs in reverse time from t = T - 1,... , 1. The forward and backward
algorithms produce the same likelihood calculation, the result being that a model cor-
responding well to the observation sequence will have a higher overall likelihood than a
poorly matching model. This reveals a metric for comparing the relative performance
of different HMMs.
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APPENDIX B
Hybrid Coding Scheme
In this appendix, a technique is introduced for detecting vowel sounds in a singing-
voice signal by anticipating the vowel, pitch, and duration indicated in the musical
score. As the onset and release timings of vowels are detected, the LPC filter parame-
ters during the vowel duration can be replaced by a single filter matched to the desired
vowel. The resulting parameterization is more compact than LPC and still maintains
comparable sound. The transitions between vowels (generally consonants) are param-
eterized using traditional LPC. The resulting technique is a hybrid voice coder that is
both more efficient than LPC and in some ways more flexible.
The use of score-based analysis in this appendix is inspired by previous work by Scheirer
[71] that used prior knowledge of a piano score to extract expressive performance in-
formation from recordings. Scheirer's system tracked keyboard onsets and releases
based on predictions made from the score. The approach used here is based upon that
earlier system, with significant modifications for the acoustic properties of the singing
voice versus those of the piano. In particular, no timbral model was required in the
case of the piano, whereas one is needed for voice in order to identify different vowels.
B.1 Score-based Parameter Extraction
The analysis model presented here takes a digitized source signal from a human singer
(singing from a pre-defined score) and outputs the standard LPC parameters of pitch,
gain, and filter coefficients. For simplicity, the data used for this experiment was the
phrase Alleluia, Amen, performed by a trained singer. This phrase consists of only four
vowel sounds, the International Phonetic Alphabet symbols for which are [a], [e], [u],
and (briefly) [i] and three liquid voiced consonants: [1], [m], and [n]. While this is a
small subset of the possible phonetic choices, the techniques for vowel identification
and analysis may be extended to include other vowels.
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Figure B-1: Block diagram of analysis system.
B.1.1 Analysis blocks
The singing sources used in this experiment were digitized at a sampling rate of 11025
Hz. The system uses prior knowledge of the musical score to aid in the determination
of the current pitch and vowel being sung. The parameters are estimated on a per-
frame basis, where each frame is approximately 45ms in length (500 samples). Frames
were overlapped by 50% and windowed using a Hanning window prior to processing.
The information presented in the score included the time signature, the tempo (beats
per minute), the onset and offset of each note (in beats within a measure), and the
primary vowel of each note. The score format was designed to present the same amount
of information as standard musical notation.
B.1.2 Pitch Detection
Pitch extraction in this system is performed by finding the peak of an autocorrelation
of the windowed signal that is targeted within a specific range defined by the score
(from the current pitch period to the next pitch period). In this way, most errors are
avoided, such as octave errors common to pitch detection by simple autocorrelation.
This method was chosen for computational simplicity, and because autocorrelation is
also used in each frame for the calculation of the LPC coefficients.
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B.1.3 Vowel Onset and Release Detection
Training data for vowel identification was collected by having the singer sing each of
the vowels [a], [e], and [u] at seven different pitches. The LPC filter parameters were
calculated and averaged for each vowel to obtain a vowel template. In a low-order LP
analysis, the pole angles generally correspond to the formant frequencies. An order of
p=8 was used so that each pole pair would locate one of the four largest formants. The
gain parameter in each frame was calculated from the energy in the error prediction
signal.
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Figure B-2: Vowel onset detection of [e] in alleluia.
The system first looks for vowel onsets by examining the energy of the input signal.
An onset location prediction is calculated from the score and the indicated tempo and
is used to locate a detection window. The detection window spans from halfway be-
tween the predicted onset and the previous calculated onset to the midpoint between
the predicted onset and the next predicted onset. The current system is restricted to
sounds without diphthongs (consecutive vowel sounds), so vowel onset will occur ei-
ther at a note onset or after a consonant. The energy of a vowel is likely to be greater
than the energy of a consonant because the vocal tract is open for vowels and closed
for consonants. Thus, the location of the vowel onset is taken to be the local maximum
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derivative of the closest to the predicted onset, which accounts for both cases in which
the vowel is preceded by a consonant and cases in which the vowel is preceded by si-
lence. An example of a detected onset is shown in Figure B-2. Calculated onsets are
used to readjust the tempo estimate, which adjusts the next predicted onset.
The vowel releases are located after all the onsets have been found. A release detec-
tion window spans from halfway between a note's predicted release and its calculated
vowel onset to the calculated vowel onset of the next note or the end of the file. Again
a consonant or silence follows each vowel, so the energy of the signal is used to de-
termine the release location. The vowel release is taken to be the point at which the
energy falls below 60% of the maximum energy in the note (between the times of con-
secutive onsets), as shown in Figure B-3. The space between the onset and offset is the
vowel duration. Space outside the vowel duration (silence and note transitions usually
indicative of consonants) is encoded using standard LPC parameterization.
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Figure B-3: Vowel release detection of [e] in alleluia.
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B.1.4 Vowel identification and compression
Vowels within the vowel duration are identified by the locations of the formants. The
formants are ordered by frequency and compared to formant locations calculated for
different vowels from training data. The vowel with the smallest sum of absolute dis-
tances between ordered formants is taken to be the vowel. The frames calculated LPC
filter coefficients are then replaced with generic coefficients for the given vowel, which
are also calculated from averaged training data. Since the majority of analysis frames
will consist of vowels, the data required to represent a note can be greatly reduced. Of
course, this is at the expense of sound quality, but the resulting re-synthesis is percep-
tually close to the regularly LPC coded re-synthesis.
Signal
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Figure B-4: Sum of formant distances to vowel templates
tance indicates a better match.
for alleluia. Smaller dis-
B.1.5 Hybrid Coding Format
As with standard LPC, pitch and gain parameters are transmitted for each analysis
frame. For frames in which vowels occur, no filter coefficients are needed, since they
are replaced with values from the vowel templates. Thus, a codebook containing these
vowel templates must also be included in the transmission. Ignoring the overhead of
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the codebook, this coding scheme results in a bitstream for the given sound example
that is about - the size of a LPC encoded bitstream with comparable sound quality.
B.2 Extensions
An obvious improvement to the current system would be to add support for the detec-
tion and synthesis of other vowels and voiced and unvoiced consonants. This would re-
quire making a voiced/unvoiced determination; there are well-documented techniques
for doing that in the LPC literature [66]. The increased number of choices would lead
to more confusion in the detection, so a better heuristic (other than simple formant
distance) for phonetic matching may be needed.
The current system could also be easily extended using different orders of LPC analysis
for the vowel matching analysis and the audio analysis/re-synthesis. The current sys-
tem uses a small number of poles (eight) to make formant selection, and thus vowel
detection, easier. A low order LPC analysis could be used for formant detection, and
a higher order could be used for the actual coding. The replacement vowel templates
would also need to be recalculated at the higher order. The greater number of poles in
the re-synthesis would result in better sound quality.
The techniques presented in this appendix are not exclusively limited to LPC. LPC was
chosen because it allows the formant frequencies to be tracked easily. Other analysis/re-
synthesis methods, particularly the analysis/synthesis framework detailed in this dis-
sertation, could be used as the primary coding engine. Since vowel onset and release
timing is calculated using the time-domain energy of the signal, it is independent of
the coding technique. When using an alternative coding scheme, vowel tracking could
be accomplished using the phonetic segmentation algorithm of Section 4.1.
108 Hybrid 
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